by Jeremy Beale .. ' ¦ " • '"¦•'.
At me meeting of the American Association
of University Professors (A.A.U.P.) last
Wednesda y, the faculty passed a motion
calling for information to be gathered on a
number . of existing union s representing
teachers. Accor ding, to sources present at the
meeting , the immediate cause of the move
seems to be the dro p in the faculty members '
standard of living.
President Cotter , while favorin g the right of
"the individual to choose a union ," feels that

"they also have a: right not to. " Cotter expla ins that such a move would probably
reduc e the role of the facult y ih the running of
the college. Cotter also believes that ,
union ization would hot alter the present obstacles to higher salar ies.
The niotion ,/ pro posed by Robert MacArthur
of the Philoso phy Department , was passed
unan imously and , according to people
present , there was " strong sentiment " in
favor of unioniz ation. ,
Man y of the members felt that the AAUP , a
professional organization similar to the

American Medical Association , was perha ps
not qual ified to mainta in a decent level of
„ faculty salaries . Salaries in the last year
have , risen from between 6 to 7.7 percent ,
while an annual rate of inflation of between 12
to 13.5 percent exists .
Among several unions suggested for consideration were the United Auto Workers
(wh ich represents several faculty groups in
the Midwest) and also, in jest , the Teamsters .
Accord ing to Tom Tietenberg of the
Economics Department , an opponent of
immediate formation of a union , the group in

favor of unionization believes that the
traditional process of sala ry negotiations has
never reall y worked: Tietenberg feels,
however , that with "the arrival of the new
President
who has been talking of
cooperation , it seems appropriate to use the
trad itional process rather than rattling sabres
at the beginning ."
Teachers in favor of the immediate formation of a union explain that with the arrival ,
of Cotter , this is the time for a general
renew ing of methods for dealing with facult y
problems .
Cotter says that unions "have played a ver y
important role in certain industries ," but
questioned whether they can work in higher
education ; for no clear division in decision
(continued on page 5)

Mavrinac Enters
Mayoral Race
by Chris Morril l

Albert Mavrinac , chairman of the Colby
government department , has announced his
cand idac y for mayor of the city of Waterville.
The-candidate , who is presentl y servin g as
chairman of the W aterville Democra tic City
Committee , labels Re publican mayor Paul
LaVerdiere 's administration " a disaster " and
states that his goal is to " return City Hall to
the people, to replace with strong,

knowledgeable politica l direction , a ribboncutting , paper-shuffling mayor. "
Mavrinac believes that the fact that he is a
Colby professor "will not be a very important
element on the whole " in his bid for office. He
says that he is "not exactly a car petbagger "
and has been involved in town activities , both
political and social , for the last 20 years.
Mavrinac has found his Colby position to be
a " valuable honing political tool" in
preparin g him for" publ ic' office. His in:
volvement as a " facult y leader and decision
maker " has "sharpened " his management
abilities which are an important aspect of the
"demanding part-time job " as mayor which
also requires ca pable political leadership.
"Professors at Colby can refine their un-
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derstanding of the political process by
teaching courses ," he explains,
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Albert.Mavrin ac, Democra tic candid ate for mayor

The 56-year-old government professor sees
" no reason to antici pate an y grea t changes "
. in his Colby position and responsibi lities if he
becomes mayor. He points out tha t, he wiU
probably have to-restrict his other time
committments " outside of the college" in
order to fulfill his duties should he be elected.

Mavrinac "assumes that all .Colby faculty
will come out and support me;.' in the election
to be held November . 6. He expects to be on a

sabbatical next semester whether he is
successf ul in his bid for may or or not , pointing
out that he didn 't dec ide to run until three
weeks ago .
The democrat ' s campaign will stand for a
rebirth of healt hy politics , sound political
direction of Wat erville government , strong
leadershi p, and the emergence of a " strong
mayor who can be spokesman for a proud city
in the demanding and difficult years ahead as
we face new economic realities in nation and
region , and have to ada pt to new American
social and political values. ''
Mavrinac announced his cand idacy last
Thursday in front of Waterville Junior High
School , which has been closed for more than a
year and a half because of structural defects.
He reminded his audienc e that they were
standing before "visible evidence of just one
disastrous example of mismanagement" by
the current Republican administration.
The longstanding Colby professor received
his Ph.D. from Harvard University in 1955
and came to Water ville in 1959. . He was a
foreign policy advisor to Senator Mu skie in
the 1968 vice-presiden tial campaign and has
served as the president of the New Engl and
Politica l Science Association.
His wife , Marilyn , is an assistant professor
of Education and History at Colby. They have
five children , two of whom now attend
Waterville Public Schools.

Eottei*leadingFight To Build Mino rity Community
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VOur critical ' core Is dwindlin g/' says
President Cotter. This year Colby has ho
Black American stude nts In "its Freshman
class, Last year there were only three ,
' Cotter has launched efforts to rever se that
trend arid to brin g a viable Black American
and minor ity community to Colby , Among his
programs are new scholarshi ps arid plans to
recruit more Blncfc American fac ulty.
Viewing tho y' current trend , . Dean of
AdmissionB . Hnri ^; Carroll snys he does not
know why toer ^
v
American . ' enrollment , Assistant Dean of
Admissions Sherman Rossor says the trend

has been true of most small New England
colleges like Colby . "I belong to New England
Consortium ;of Black Admissions Counselors , ';' -says Rosser. "We are all faced with
the same situation , a decline in minority
population , ' . specifically Black American
Population , ",- , .
Professor Joe Rosenthal , chairman of the
admissions ' subcommittee which is respon d
sible for the f'pre-freshman progra m " that
lets minority; admission cand idates spend
some time at Colby , says ho too really docs
not know , but tha t he can speculate ,
! Rosenthal says he , thinks that , "\vlth an
increase in Black pride , there has been less of
a desire to make it in the White schools than

there was in the 50's and 60's. . Also, the conservatism that hit this college and a lot of

others in tlie early 70's discouraged a lot of
Black applic ants. "
Colby 's situation seems particularly severe
in the face of this trend. Bates College has
seen a drop in its Black America n population
to 28 in a student body of 1,470. Bowdoin
College's Black American population has
dropped to 27 in a student body of 1,400,
Colby 's *Black American enrollment has
o^opped ^rpni41 in 1071 to 10 this . year , in a
student body of 1,693.
Y
Yet, despite the bleak statistics , there is ai
new air of optimism among those who have
been working for a viable Black American

and minority community at Colby. "I think
things have started to turn around at this
point ," says Peter Jord an ^ president of the
Student Organi zation for Black and Hispanic
Unity (SOBHU ).
The key, they all agree , is Cotter. Profe ssor
Pat Branc accio, chairman : of the Black
Studies Progr am, says that before this year ,
"there was no sense that this was a top
priority as . it is now...I donJ t think that
somehow or another there was the focus that
Cotter has bro ught ;" Y yyv '
One way in which Cott er has broug ht a focus
to the , issue , of minority ; enrol lment at Colbv
has . been throug h the establishme nt of the
' ¦ ¦¦' , - • ¦ • ,
(continued on page four)

Garrmgton On South Africa

"I^ewitieric^fj

by Peter Forman
committee which they may not have
In a very brief Monday night meeting the another
considered
earlier and where we desparately
Stu-A Executive Board ratified the apneed
sbong
participation."
pointments of student representatives to the
Responding
to criticism that students would
variouscollege committees. The nominations be placed on committees
which they don't
for committee appointments were made by have a particularinterest;inMarshall
said that
CommitteeChairpersonRod Marshall.
'he or she would
applicant
was
asked
if
"every
The Committee Chairperson and his
willing to serve on a committee other-than
Committee Task Force are responsible for the be
the
one in which they have expressed an in-'
initial student appointments as well as terest.
if we find that some
oversight and coordination between the 11 studentsFurthermore,
are
not
finding
satisfaction in their
different committees.
position
then
we
can
always
change positions
This year 's appointment process has been later in the year."
quite different from past years. Most imOn another issue, Executive Chairman Scot
portant among these differences has been the Lehigh
announced that President Cotter has
charge of the representatives' terms. Because agreed to
in a campus wide forum
of a Constitutional change made last year the to discussparticipate
issues
of
concern to the student
committee term will now be from September
body. Lehigh said that "the first forum will be
to May; in past years the term was from
January to January. The hew system allows later this month and the Executive.Board has
for more participation by Seniors who were agreed that campus security and safety
generally refused appointments in the past should be the first issue addressed in this
because they would only be able to serve a forum series because of the recent attacks on
half term.
women."
Student Committee Representatives:
For the CommitteeTask Force this change
requires more concentrated work at the Administrative: . Champe Fisher, Seth
beginning of the year. Commenting on this Medalie, CarLGlueek.
added burden Marshall said that "it is very Admissions: Bill Lloyd, Carter Knipp, Sara
difficult to announce committee interviews to Griffen, Chris Marshall.
all the students, interview almost 100 ap- Afhletics: Sara Bunnell, Sue Bunch, Sue
plicants, and then decide who, among roughly French.
' equally qualified candidates, will be ap- Bookstore: Amy. Page, Tom Daley, Anne
pointed. On top of these pressures we were in Plumb.
v
a race with the calendar to make all pf the Computer: Alison Jones, Lisa Hallee.
appointments before the committees met. In .Educational Policy: Mary-Ellen Pratt, :
the case of the AdministrativeCommittee, for Pres. nominations : David Silk, Holly
, . Y
example, we were not able to interview and Brackett Ella Ouintrell.
,
appoint students before the first meeting.The Financial Aid: Eric Mehnert, Jeff Brown
' ¦'
result was that next year's academic John Simon.
calendar was passed without student Financial Priorities : Margaret Carlton, Bill
Maley, Paul Higgins,
renresentation."
Another change from past years has been Foreign Student Admissions: Ben Merrill;
the procedure in which students were ap- Rick Highland, Geoff Rogers.
pointed to specific committees. Until this Independent Major Board: Beth Pniewski,
Herb Chadhourne.
year students were interviewed for those January
Program: Charles Gordy, Haluk
committees in which applicants expressed an
Nural,
Gary
Weitzman.
interest. The Task Force operated under a
Library:
Glen
Courrier, J. Cody Harper,
different procedure this year by giving all
candidates one interview and then offering a "Kelly Osgood.
specific assignment to those people who they Rights and Rules: Louise Swift , David
Fanger, Kim Smith, Alan Wolf, Jim Bourne.
felt were the strongest candidates.
According to Marshall thisplan "allows the Senior Scholar: Kevin Fahey.
student body the chance to get strong Students Special Projects Fund :Jean Minkel.
representationon those committees that have
hot been particularly active in the past and
yet have the power to consider policies that
are crucial to the student interest. For
example, under the old system there might be
15 candidates for the two EPC positions; If
there were 10 very strong candidates we
would be forced to lose the valuable help of
Last Monday morning, a small group -of
these other eight people. Under this system
concerned
women met with President Cotter
we can funnel those other qualified people into
to discuss campus security. Present at the
meeting were, Vice President Pullen , Dean
Earl Smith and . Associate Dean Janice
.Seitzinger. Also present were Health
Associate Jane Sch wartz, Professor Phyllis
Mannocchi , students Nancy Perry and Sue

by Kathy McHugh
'The struggle in South Africa is not about
civil rights, riot about equal access, to places
or equal wages for equal work, it is about
political power,; the right to cast a vote and to
have it equally weighted."
These are the words of Walter Carrington,
acting President of the African Institute who
spoke Monday night on "South Africa arid the
AmericaDilemma."
Calling South Africa the "last bastion of
naked racism in the world" Carrington.called
on the US. to^apply massive diplomatic arid
economic pressures ' on. that country to
demonstrate that the US does not support the
pro-apartheid government. He advocated the
complete withdrawal of US corporations and
funds from South Africa.
Carrington said that before he traveled in
South Africa he thought that US businesses
did have a role to play in bettering , the
situation of South African blacks. But during a
trip to Soweto, Carrington found that black
Students and community leaders "were
unariirnousmtiieir.views that .it was important that 'the US withdraw from South
Africa.'Mh order to ft weaken the economic
system so efforts to confront the government
would besuccessful. .
Carrington added that black South Africans
"are no longer willing to live under a system
that denies them any. rights. They would
rather die than live another .day under ,
apartheid;" He predicted that the conflict
would only end when- one man, one vote is
established and
blacks . begin to run the
,- .. ' ;"/
country.
'Y -.
.;
Stating that "all of the good things corporations might do cannot change the
situation , in South Africa," Carrington concluded that "we should do nothing to encourage U.S. firms to stay in SouthAfrica."
He recommended that the JJRS deny tax
credits to corporations doing business in
South Africa, and that the US refuse to use its

Women And Security
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Erb. • The following suggestions were
discussed at length.
First, the Women's group will sponsor a
campus-wide forum - an!opportunity for all ,
people who live and work on campus to voice,
their, concerns and ideas. It is also hoped that
the forum will make people, .realize th e
problem exists and the need to take action
before it becomesacute,
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. improved lighting around canipus was
discussed. Pullen pointed that steps were
being
taken this week to decide which areas
¦
¦
¦¦
• B^' . • ' • ¦ ¦¦^. . . .. . ¦.' . Discounts • on campus will be dealt with first, since
financial considerations prohibit immediate
AlflOPARTS, INC.
large scale action.
*
KENNED Y MEMOR IAL DRIVE
The field housesecurity problem was also a
OAKLAND
major concern. Smith intends to confer with
Chief of Security , Jeff Gordon and Dick
McGee, ' Athletic Dhrector,• on what further
measures m ight be taken.
As for security of dormitories at night, the
women suggested that hardware of certain
dorm d oors, such as Dana , be replaced so that
WED. LADIESDRINKS 1,00 $ the door re-locks itself after residents let
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ye.to in the United Nations to protect South
Africa, from, pressures exerted by other
countries;- '
Carrington stressed that the U.S. . cannot
walk away from the South African dilemma.
Other countries believe that the U.S.: is
secretly allied to the pro-apartheid government. Even if South .AfricaT is:not itiovied by.
total withdrawal of American economic and
diplomatic support; at least the U.S. will show
it is not allied to a government which "by
American values is one of the most immoral
in the world."
Carrington attended Harvard College, and'
graduated from Harvard Law School in 1955.
In ' 1957 Carrington was' appointed by the
governor
to membership on
the
Massachusetts
Commission
Against
Discrimination. At age 27 he was the youngest.
Commissioner in the history of the state.
Carrington seized in ttie Peace Corps in
various capacities from 1961 until 1971. He
was. the regional director for Africa ,
responsible .for overseeing all Peace Corps
^operations' in 24 Africannations-when he left
to become Executive.Vice President pf the
African-AmericanInstitute.
Additionally, since 1975 he has served as
publisher of the Institute's magazine, African
Report. He has been acting President of the
Institute since William Cotter vacated the
post to assume Colby's presidency this year.
Carrington's lecture was. spbnspred by the
Commitfee for Investment Responsibility,
which is currently formulating guidelines for
Colby's investment in. corporations doing
business in South Africa. To educate themselves oh the South African conflict, the
committee developed a two part lecture series
on the situation. Carringtori's lecture will be
followed by a presentation on November 29 of
the white .establishmerit's viewpoint by John
Chettle, executive director of the South
African Foundation.
themselves in at night; .Also the group
suggested that a close examination of how the
student marahalis and Security off icers work
together, to insure the maximum visibility of
security people in buildings and -the most
efficient communication system between the
marshall and the officer. Also discussed was
the need for I.D. badges for college and food
service employees who are In dorms in the
early morning hours. :
Besides the forum , the possiblity of a
booklet or flyer to educate Colby men and
women was discussed. It would deal with
precautions they should take and how to react
if, they are the victim or me witness of an
incident. A course or workshop in self-defense
and the psychology of self-defense is also
going to be explored.
Finally, th e group suggested th at women
take part in the student, marshall program
and th at a woman, should be. considered the
next time a security position becomes
available. It was, pointed out, that the
student marshall program has been open to
women since its formation last spring an d
that there was at least one female marshall
'this semester.:" Y-" Y..Y. Y. 'y - ' ^f t ' 1 - y 'Yv,y
Everyone in attendance felt the meeting
was positive, ¦¦ President Cotter asked
everyone to examine a specific concern that
had beendiscussed, ThO group will reconvene
with a follow-up report,

Founded in 1877;. the Colby ECHO is published weekly, except during vacations
and, examination periods by the sfjidents of Colby College. All coros'rwndence should
be oddressed to.the Editor, Colby ECHO, Colby CoUege/ WaterWUo / Malno;04?bi . ,
Tlie ECHO is represented by the, college advertising service. Entered as second
class mail at Waterville Maine 04901, Subscriptions are available
at $6.50 ppr ycar.
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G^tei?Ini.pressesParents
by Karen Peterson
campus. "Sociological-economic diversity is
Thanking the crowd for getting up so early
hot the main problem ,"'' he states, "but more
to be with him, President Cotter had his first
foreign
minority
and
geographic,
public encounter with parents ^f Colby
representation is. 74 percent of this year's
students early last Saturday^ morriing in
Given Auditorium. Speaking informally,of his
freshmari class is from " New England" he
concerns and policies for the college, he
announced adding "more heterogeneity
would be verybeneficial for the college."
captured the attention of the enthusiastic
Cotter hopes that an increase in available
Colby community. Being a small liberalarts
will be made for foreign
scholarships
school, he notes "that providing a viable selfsfudents. One potential program would inidentity f o r students is a challenge of the
clude the arrival of some black South African
faculty. " ,
students giving them the opportunity for a
Cotter raised a number of questions conbroadening
while
good
education
cerning what ne; considers to De important
;
issues on campus at this time. These include
Colby's horizons.
Cotter also expresses interest about the
a review of the college curriculum ; the areas
adequacy
of Colby's library. He says that
of Jan Plan, course load, sufficient English
"there is a need to either renovate or rebuild;
literacy and class sizes concern Cotter.
a renewed capital campaign swill perhaps aid
He is worried about senior year being an
in this project. "
"adequate integrating unit " He says that
Cotter~c6nclUded, in_ his words, "a brief
jperhaps "more . problem-related courses
overview of what I would like to tackle at
should be considered to ease.the transition for
Colby
" by opening up the floor to questions
students from a college environment to the
^
from parents. Inquiries made concerned
: •
'job market world. "
"I'd like to increase contact between
curriculum changes, homogeneity on camstudents ¦and faculty " reports Cotter.
pus, housing conditions, the atirietic program,
"Personal attention is a symbol of the school's vandalism and fraternities.
small size" he'adds. "The faculty here is one
Parental impressions of Cotter were
of the strongest of any comparable college in
positive. The audience roared with applause
the country."
as Cotter left the podium inviting parents to a
Cotter explains that he "...would like to see reception with faculty in the art museum
"I thought he was excellent" exclaimed one
some faculty exchange among nearby Maine
schools to broaden the scope of our.present lady. . "To be in as deep as he is already...its
curriculum." A visiting committee of experts wonderful" said another parent.
and well-informed laymen will be coming to
"He seems quick m a positive way " were
Colby to review and aid the Colbyfaculty.
the words of one father adding "He has a lot of
Another area of concern according to Cotter
ideas which will really add to and improve
is that ofvthe homogeneity of students on Colby; I wish him all the luck. "

Photo by Kelda Caldwell

Cotter greets paren ts

D amage Report: Down From Last Year
. . by Kim Grace
Damage on campus, which last year had
increased dramatically over previous years,
is 'somewhat less this year,' according to
Associate Dean Janice Seitzinger and Dean of
Students Earl Smith.
;;
As a result of last year's extensive
damages, rebates from the damage deposits
will be substantially less than the amounts
returned in the two previous years.
While damages this year are far from
negligible, Smith emphasized that they are
less severe this year, and sites the following
two reasons. First, the security on campus is
tighter. The student marshall system, which
Smith "would like to see, expanded," is
working in conjunction with a larger security
force. . .
,y
. "' ¦ ' .
Largely, Smith considers the decrease in
destruction on campus to be attributed to
greater student concern. "The students are
more tuned in to the problem of damage and
destruction ," said Smith, The consequences
of damage is two-fold to the student: In addition to being deprived of the use of school
facilities -be it a chair or a telephone - the
student body shares the expenseof unclaimed ,
repairs at the end of each year.
As to th e cause of dama ge to t he sch ool,

Smith and Seitzinger agreed that "only a misunderstanding according to Seitzinger.
small part" is caused by visitors to the school "A $15 damage deposit does not entitle each
student to $15 in destruction," she said. For
or outsiders. Said Seitzinger, "Most major
kinds of damage can be traced directly back those students who are "turned in" by others,
to an excess of drinking," an opinion which a fine of 25 percen t of the total damage is
Smith agreed with. In addition to drunken- added tp the cost of replacement or repair. In
ness, Seitzinger suggested another cause of ¦;¦ the case . of serious ' damage X or thef t ,
damage and theft. "Students do things here probation often results. Smith emphasized
that they wouldn't do elsewhere," she said. that he felt it should be "up to each person's
Smith backed this up with an account from individual principle to tell."
this semester. It seems that several Colby
While destruction in the dorms and imstudents attempted to break into th e mediately surrounding areas are paid for with
fieldhouse through a boiler room at 3:00 one damage deposits, damage to academic
morning in order to use the sauna. When buildings accounts-far part of the high cost of
asked why they didn't instead break into a college education.
another local facility also sporting a sauna,
The worst damage of th e year so far was
one student replied that he wouldn't do done to the front doors of Dana during the first
anything like that. The point of this story weekend of the semester. Cost to the student
being that Colby students have no more right body, was over $200. Dana dormstaff inat Colby
than
vestigated the incident and determined that it
to destroy property
¦
¦
¦. ' yyanywhere
y _ _ .~y . probably wasn't done by Dana people.
else.. • '• .; ;, ' . _ ¦ y
_.
Ali unclaimed damages are divided equally Damage occuring in Dana last weekend is
at the end of the sch ool y ear between all those listed as one dismantled telephoned in a
living on campus in dorms, In the case of . student 's room , a broken bathroom partition,
claimed damages, payment comes directly and bodily injuries resulting, from a fight
between two sophomore ma les "mid an
f rom th ose involved, usually without added
alumnus. In Mary Low, two w in dows were
penalty. This payment cannot be taken as a
deduction in your damage deposit, a common broken ' and a captain's cha ir was t hrown

from a third floor fire escape. The male freshman responsible was charged and,fined for a
total of $100, as well as being placed on
probation. In .Woodman a fire escape window
was broken. The defacing of the front of
Miller Library with spray paint also occured
-y
on Inaugural weekend.
During the following week, there were three
broken windows. Two of these were broken by
a guest on campus, and were paid for by¦ his
¦
student host.
> ;/• .•
This past weekend, a $150 cassette tape
machine was stolen from a faculty office in
Runnals. Apparently, the thief let him or
herself in with a key. The matter is under
investigation. Unfortunately, Colby dancers
will suffer the loss of this machine.
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Protest At Bowdoin

Wome n Challenge Pope

Brunswick , Maine-Eighty Bowdoin students ,
wearing- black armbands and carryin g
placards; held a peaceful ' .demonstration
Friday to protest the small number of Blacks
on campus and, specifically, the college's
decisioh to deny tenure to a Black profes sor ;

Washington-Sister
Theresa
Kane
of
Washington , President of the Leadership
Conference of Women Religious, opened a
morning prayer service for 5,000 nuns by
challen ging Pope John PaulJF.1 to admit
women to "all ministries of our church. "
The Pope did not respond directly to the
challenge, but in his following remarks he
praised the virtues of women in the traditional
church roles of teachers , nuns and followers
of Mary. Also, he advised nuns to wear their
habits instead of modern clothing.
During the speech, over 50 nuns rose to
silently protest women's exclusion from
church . . Included in Sister Kan e's speech
were these remarks : "As women, we have
heard the powerful messages of our church
addressing the dignity'and reverence for all
persons. As women, we have pondered upon
these words. " . . _ .
^
"Our contemplation leads its to state , that
the church , in its struggle to be faithful to its
call for reverence and dignity for all persons ,
must respond by providing the" possibility of
women as persons being included in an
ministries pf ours , f T urge you, your holiness ,
fe. be open to and to respond * to the voices
coming from the women of this country whose
desire is for serving in and through the church
as fully partici pating members. " . . ' ; ,; '.

The demonstrato rs lJtaed up)outside of the
Pickard .Theater where[the convocation for
Par ents' Weekend was being held. Their signs
read r ''We wiaht Walter-npt more rhetoric ,"
and "Keep Walter here or the end is near. "
A faculty committee is currentl y reviewing
the decision against rehiring Professor John
iC. Walter , director of the Afro-Ame rican
'Studies program.

Smokeoiit
Brunswick-N6v. 15 is slated as "The Great
American Smokeout," and the Maine Division
of the American Cancer Society will join in the
celebration , according to President Eugene
Beaupre , lMLp.
"November 15 is the day we are asking all
Maine smokers to quit-not . forever-b ut for
one day. It is our hope that some smokers will
use November 15 as day-one toward becoming
a non-smoker ," Beaupre said.

Gheniistry-Biocheimstry
Anyone?
by Christine Allstrom
George Maier , the bio-chem istry professor ,
Colby is offering a new major in the
explains
, "the new chem-biochem major can
Chemistry Department this year. It is called
in a number of different ways in
be
ramified
(Aemistiy-BiochemistryY
According to Paul Machimer , the new
the futurea iter'grad uation?'
major was designed for students interested in
. Anyone seeking further information should
chemistry and biology and who want to
see
Dr! Pau l Machemer or Dr. George Maier
pursue both areas. The chem-biochem major
chemistry department.
in
the
was approved by the EPC last spring and by
the faculty at the first faculty meeting this
fall.
The chemistry requirements are Ch 141,
142; 241, 242, 312 or 341, 342 and 467,468. Other
required courses are Bi 121, 122, 272 and one
other ( .200 or above); Ma 121,122, and PI 121,
122. In addition , a student might take Ch 331,
332 and Ma 241 as electives. The student must
also complete 2 Jan Plans in the major.
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by Lisa Hallee
On Tuesday night , Robert Pullen
Adnunisrrati ye Vice-President; Earl _Smith,
Dean of Students ; Ansel Grindall , Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds; Stanley
Palmer .-PIant Engineer ; and two interested
students walked the campus looking-for areas
with lighting problems and posing solutions
for these problems :
Pullen explained that improvin g the
lighting situation on campus has been an
ongoing concern of the college for the past
eight years. This year , as a means of
deterring the vandalism which has been increasing in recent years, the administration
and B and G will cooperate to handle the
lighting problems more quickly and efficiently.
The first step will be to repair lighting
fixtures ' which are already insta lled, but ar e
not funct ional. For example , floodlights attached to the rear of Averill , facing the New
Dorms , and oh the rear of Miller Library,
facing the Quad , need only be refpcused.
Lights in front of Eustis and at the erid . of
MUler Library facing Roberts need only
minor repairs. These repairs will be done in
the next few weeks, according to Grindall.
The second step, which will be completed
well before winter , will be to set up spotlights
in key areas on campus. The crosswalks in
front of the library, which lead either
tp the
New Dorrris or to the southern side- of campus ,
will be lit by spotlights to be attached to the
corners of Lovejoy arid Averill ; Curbs will be
painted white so that the^height difference
between the¦ walk and¦ the road may be easily
• • ' • ¦• ¦' ' ...
seen.A light attached to Mary Low Annex will
take care of the . area under the trees at the
edge of Dana lawn. Lights will be attached to
the Quad end of Johnson to alleviate the
visibility problems near the Quad.

• Mino rites

(continued f rompage 1)
Ralph Bunchie " Scholarship Program . The
program will solicit nominations , as well as
applications , for ten minority scholars hip
positions. Cotter says the college will solicit
alumni , faculty connections , and Cotter' s own
connections ( from his work with the Afric an
American Institute ) for nominations . Twenty
finalists will be bro ught to Colby for interviews. . Although : the college gives
scholarship ? according to "need," Cotter says
Colby is prepared to support ten full
scholarships if necessary.
'
Cotter also plans to bring more Black
faculty to Colby (The college has one Black
faculty member now). He says the Executive
Committee of the Board ' of Trustees has
"appropriated monies" to bring one full-time
or a number of part-time Black Americ an
faculty to Colby this spring. Cotter says that
he is using his connect ions an d isencour aging
faculty to use their connections to recruit
Black American faculty.
Another plan of t he college, sa ys Cotter , is
to take , its admissions efforts , both f or
minor it ies an d in general , into new areas. He
believes that we ma y fi nd some success in
recru iting Black Americans from, for
example, the South.
Cotter has also directed Colby 's participation with a number of other colleges,
includin g j Har vard , and Bowdoin , Y in
developing a nationwide scholarship progra m
for Black South Africans. This program ,
which . Cotter "sa ys Is ,-J'very much
ut in the ten-,
tative planning stage," :^will ilize support ,
from , the ', Ford , Foundatio n aiid parnegie
Corpora tion (Foundation ) to recruit and
"select Black South Afr icans f t yto a t tend
Amer ican colleges; Cotter says Colby will
pledge ono full scholarship for at least next
year . Cotter says that Colby does, riot include
.fore ign students : in its tabulations Y of
^minor ity V studentfl V
• - !
X: Cotter says COlby is also trying to provide a
partial scholarship thru the African American

.,.

'
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Library on the corners fadnj *Jfludj Land
Lovejoy. The lights already placed in front of
Miller Library will be -left on at all, times,
these measures are intended to aid" the
students who are walking to the southern side
of campus from the pub after the¦ library has
" ¦ '"" ¦] ' -\Y • '. •
closed.1 -.:•
Spotlights will be installed along fraternity
row , at least temporaril y. Eight bases for
lighting posts have, in previous years , been
installed on frat row in pairs in front of Mudd
and Johnson , DU and Phi Delt, Deke and .Zete,
ATO arid LCA , but were destroy ^ within two
days, according to Grindall. The lighlui front
of LCA has been replaced and is operatin g;
However , Griridall stated , it has been the
object of much abuse. - "
As a third step to be completed this spring
and summer , new lightposts will be installed
in these bases. A lightpost will also be installed on the path from Lovejoy to Dana at
the bend near the bushes. Two regular
streetlights will be placed near Bixler; one on
the corner facing Mudd and one facing Arey
r
: :'
and .Keyes.
f tf tX:: Y' :. ; ,; v Y
In response to complaints about trie poorly
lit areas of the Chapel lawn and the back door
of Dana , the administrative officials stated
that these were riot official paths and ,
therefore , would not be lit. "Students who
choose to¦¦ ¦ use these paths¦ do so at their own
¦ - -. .
'.
risk. "
One of the main pur poses' of this program to
improve lighting on campus is to deter vandalism and the administration expressed its
concern that the student body follow its lead
with a conscious effort to aid in stopping
vandalism. Tearin g down new lighting , will
not only cause the loss of light , but may halt
the installation of any other new lighting YiE|Institute , in which Colby would waive tuition
and the African American Institute would pay
room and board and other expenses.
Finally, Colby will, according to Cotter , be
giving more partial scholarships arid fewer ¦
full scholarships to Third World students , ^to
stretch the money and increase the numbers
on campus. "
Despite these substantial efforts which have
and will be direct ed by Cotter , there is one key
to 'Colby 's minorit y recruitment which Cotter
cannot directl y control. Peter Jordan feels the
"bi ggest problem " is going to be chan ging
attitudes and developing * interest in the
student body. Jordan says " ... You have a
majority of the student body that is apathetic ,
' syy
to the rniriorit y problem. "
Cot ter feels t he atm ospher e on ca mpus is1*
cr it ical to recru itment. "What produces
minority students ," says Cotter , "is the atmosphere that greets the student , 'the entire
atrn0 sphere...The ' problem is getting them
to accept Colby. "
Professor Rosenthal believes "that th e
students , faculty and administration who are
here have got' to make a convincing case that
they want ; minority students and faculty¦
; ¦•
here. "
- ¦" > ¦
Dean Carroll says ; "th e ent ire college
commun ity has to ' have a sense of commi tment an d a sense of will ingness to devote
its : ener gies toward . incr easing the ,v numbers... W e need a k ind of communi ty
cooperative effort. " '
Assistant Dean Rosser says it would hel p
8lmply ; "if th is Was more of a conimunity. ^'
"Ves it is a community, '' says Raiser; ''but I?
think we have to work a little harder. ": v 1 'Xy§
Peter Jordan feels that one possible step itf
the right direction is , the pro posal by| Stu-A'"
president Scot Lehigh for a coWmlttee 'on
minorities . Jordarisa ys that , appareritty .^tlie '
committee 's, sole responsibility will ; be1i;uj/
review the attitudes students ha ye towards; :
minorit ies, and to make them aware . tha t'
Colby does need minority students to rnaice ;|t!
a more pluralis tic commuriity . T hope i It can
aliow students that the presence of a minority
communit y can enhance the education they're;
^tting oiCdbjW . '^

JafiPferas^fiwowwced

No. 44 Ballet : A Dan ce for all Seasons
Sponsor: Christine Mitchell r
¦ •¦ ¦- "
WentzelY : ¦.
_
No. 45 Intensive Russian
Sponsor : Frank Miller

y yf ty ¦ by Teresa Forst er YY- : ;' ' y .:¦ . ¦'
January Program selections for 1979 were
released last week;
Y >
Jan Plan forms aire ; pr^ocessed by Mrs.
Kiralis , the Assistant to the ;©eah of Facult y;
Kiralis expiains that freshriien ^are required to
do a group project ; iipperclassmen h^
option of doing a' group proje ct or an independent plan. '.;;y f tX -yy x < y -XsX ' ' .
According i to Kiralis , the- first Jan Plan at
Colby was in January . 1961. Colby was one of
the first schools to have a; projgrarri of this
type; ''Colby was a pioneer. '' kiralis explains
that the pur pose of the Jan Plan was, and still
is, to "give the students a chance to concentrate on what they 're interested in." The
students are also given a break from the
-;.,; ' . .
Y
regular academic schedule.
According to Kiralis, the Jan Plan selections for this year are more difficult ; She
explains: "The Jan Plan Committee is tr ying
to tighten up." Kiralis is aware that in past
years ,-January was more of a ski vacation for
many of the students. By makin g the Plan
more difficult , it will motivate the students to
use January as a time for academic enrichment. Some changes have been made in the
Plan , specifically the addition of eight more
selections since the prospectus was released.
as
Four of these selections had been approved
of last Frida y; They are as follows\- y

of toe Third World
:: '. No.- 46 A Portrait
'y .
¦f t ' f t f tXXy .
^Writer Y. ;.. .
Sponsor: Patrick Brancac cio
No. 47 . Pottery
:
Sponsor: Williaih Miller
The other four are Maine Country Dancing;
Electronic . Music , Big Band Music of the 30's
arid 40's, and Photography. Infor mation on
these selections may be found outside Kiralis '
office on the second floor of Eustis . Also, due
to the illness of Edwin Kenney, Selection 13
has been cancelled. A replacement selection
is presently in the planning stage.
Kfbalis explains that the selections are
determined by the sponsor. She-adds that if a
student is particularly interested in a certain
subject , he or she should speak to a faculty
member.
. . ._ .
Several changes in pohcy have occurred
over the years. Previously -if a student did a ;
Jan Plan outside of his major , a proposal had
to be, presented :to the Committ ee. This rule
was changed two years ago and it is no longer
necessary to submit a proposal.

NEW ENGLAND SMALL COLLEGE ATHLE TIC CONFERENCE
ENDOWMENT DATA
J une 30 , 1978
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Schwartz On Health Care
by Sue Erb ' Y
Many upperclassmen will recall the heated
discussion arid debate in Dana Loun ge several
years ago over the women's health issue. An
advisory committee was fbrined arid it subsequently recommended hiring a health
associate. One year ago Jane Schwartz filled
the position on the health center staff.
The creation of this new position , it was
hoped , marked "the end of years of controversy over whether or not Colby health
services were adequate for women," to quote
the Sept. 28, 1978 issue of the Echo. "I was
attracted to the position because it was a new
position at Colby ; it had a lot of possibilities ,"
_
Schwartz says. ,Schwartz 's responsibilities include conducting routine gynecological check-ups as
well as general health examinations at sick
call, and couselingfor both women and men in
all areas of health care.
A year after her arrival , she is very positive
about the response she has received from
women. "Right from the start , I've been very
busy - women are very relaxed about coming
m to se*me, for counseling and exams. "
Besides her daily work in the Health Center ,
Schwartz also works in cooperation with the
of workshops on
Women's Group, on a series
women's health issues!- Last " year's attendance at these functions was good, and
Schwartz is optimistic about the year ahead.
Issues dealt with include birth control ,
abortion . rape , arid nutriti on. ^
One difficulty Schwartz has run .into is the
lack of response on the part of men.
Worksho ps that were open to both sexes arid
for men only were poorly attended by men.
"I would really like to teach people how to
take care of theur bodies - to be concerned
about health when everythin g is okay, not just
when somethin g's wron g." Schwartz con-

Jane Schwartz, Health Associate
tinues , "it' s amazing the courses people will
take at school, yet never knowanvthin gabout
basic anatom y and physiology;"
Schwartz also stresses that she needs
feedback , "These worksho psreally depend on
student response and input. I am really
interested in what people think are important
health services that we should be
providing, " she says.
Overall , Schwartz is most concerned with
making students aware of health issues, to
make them "more informed patients ;" She
says '. It' s important that students take a
more active role in health care - to question
what happens to them in the medical care
system."

Grads To Lecture
Oh Health
1* .
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by Evan Jones
Beginning this month , the Pre-Med
Advisory Committee will' present a series of
monthly lectures by recent Colby gradu ates
who have gone on to advanced work in the
health care field.
On Thursday, October 18th, the guest lecturere will be Linda L. Fagenh olz, M.D. '68, a
pediatrist who is the co-director of the outpatient clinic of the Department of Pedi atrics
at St. Vincent' s Medical Center in Erie , Penn.
After gra duating from Colby , Dr. Fagenholz
earne d her medical degree at Tuf ts
University; she then went on to trai n in
Pediatrics
at Massachuse tts General
Hospital. Her topic will be "Some Aspects of
Leukemia Therapy in Children. "
The lecture will be at 7 p.m. In Keyes lOS.
On the following day there w ill be an inf ormal
tra y luncheon in the Whitney Room in Roberts
Union where Dr, Fagenho lz w ill be ava ilable
for consultation .
In Novemb er , the gtiest : speaker will be
J ohn Kus iak , Ph.D. '69, of the National
Inst itute of Health in Bethes da , Md. Further
deta ils will b e available in the near f utur e.

Th ere ar e no lectur es scheduled for
December , or January, but the tentative
speaker for February is Thomas Gallant ,
M.D. '7L , of Massach usetts .General Hospital.
All persons interested in careers in the
health field are urged to attend these lectures.
Additional information may be obtained from
. -. , ,.,
Prof. George Maier in Keyes.
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bound by tlie President' s ( Carter 's) guideline
.
¦
We abided by it. Most schools did ." .' • '
Cot ter hopes tha t the AAUP w ill cont inue to
inf orm h im on salar ies at other colleges so he
m ^t mingt SarberH
(continued f r o m page 1)
can make ar guments f or salary increases
for great styles, '
which , will be acceptable to the Board of
njaking exists between the adminis tration
Directors ; , and products by..,
and the faculty at the college level.
^WAAftM ^ rC *--^
Any f urther salar y increases .'Cotter insists ,
Traditionally, the adm inistrat ion has
OHje 19lHti0e^»arb <rB
worked '' ver y closely" with the facult y, ex- would have t o be financed from ra ises in
H3MolnSt.
WnfrvllU
¦73-1344,Tun. -Sct.8to 3
plains Cotter. Cotter intends to keep that
tuition . The cost of other items included in the
bud
gets
such
as
energy,
relat ionship with the AAUP and will be
are expected to rise.
rneet irig with the faculty at¦ their meeting on
Whatever the fi nal ar ithmet ic of futur e
November 7. X-y^ '-y f t ' y . ¦ ,; :
salar y increases for the faculty , their exfA possible legal ; question of whether the pressed intere st in unionizing is somewhat of
faculty pan unionize and still retain collegiate a landmark for both Colby,arid the teach ing
Breakfast
pr ofession according to Betty Robinson of the
v ,Y
powerexlsts ;
Both Cotter arid 'Mac Arthur agre e that by 1 Sociology Depart mentFMs; Robinson made j
Good selection of Vegitarian and Meat dishes
J
the end of the late , sixties ,ithe Colby facult y the above reference in the context of a
Unionism
class!
y
dail y from $ a.m.
was one of the highest paid in New England.
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Says Cotter , ",\ve rate at the top in absolute
Universit y and college professors • have
snlaries. " He also points out that though the traditionall y
considered .
themselves
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percenta ge; rises 1n salaries have been lower pro f esslonals "aboveV union politics. Only at
j
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colleges, this Is because Colby's endowm entIs attem pts at unionization been fully car ried
'
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r
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^
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below every ma jor college's other than Bates; out. These attempts have sometimes met stiff
:
«a
f in mf nftnhi * tyace with real food at decent prices '']
;
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~z^Colby^s tuition Increases have been at a resist ance and harassmen t from the ad- j-*e, ^.i
smaller percentage , ' and "last year we were ministration .
'
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Campus Security

Two years agoYwhen Colby College hired men were hired for that end.
Jeffrey Gordon as Head of Security they made . The one new guard that older Colby
a committment to improve the security of students would recognize is Chuck Kittrel.
Colbv students. This fall, four new security.. Originally!. from Greensborough. North

Carolina, Chuck has been in Waterville for
twenty years. Chuck's band, "The Soul
Brothers,"played often here at Colby.
Chuck teaches judo at Waterville High
School and the local YMCA. Chuck was a
policeman for two years in Norridgewalk and
is now on the reserve squad there!
Forrest Davis is Chuck Kittrel's partner on
the 3 PM -11 PM shift. Forrest is a native of
Bar Harbor and has lived in Waterville for ten
years. He has done military police work for
the Marine Corps. Forrest is married and has
two children.
Two new men are on the 11PM - 7 AM shift
this year. The first , Dave MuzeroHe is living
^ in the
ih Waterville and has spent two years
Marine Corps, including a cruise in the
Panama Canal zone and the Carribbean.
Dave is a full-time student at the University
of Maine at Augusta and enjoys political
science.
Lou Stanley, Dave's partner, was raised in
California. He was in the Marine Corps
Military Police from 1972-75. Lou is married
and has a three-month-old boy.
. Both the men on the 11PM - 7 AM shift feel
strongly about their purpose here at Colby.
Chuck Kittrel
"We want to help the Colby students, and
All seven of the security men at Colby are
make their home secure." Being new here
themselves, these security men welcome interested in maintaining good relations with
President Cotter; they believe "any change is individual students, student organizations and
fraternities.
like a breathoffresh air,"

.. Low Stanley
photos by Frank Howell
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byJane Eklund
switchboard and . that putting the Nine
In me biography of a college^ the' history;of.
Proposals in committees would kill the
academic/ changes ; ahd;,theYadmmistratipn
momentum toward these changes that had
that leads to 'thpse chahges is ariintricate,and
been* generated , on the campus. The other
progressiohab : : story.. ^ President > Cotter 's
element argued that the actions in the chapel
arrivali ' ahd his,yow to repr^anize and rewould only kill that momentum and that they
examine the curriculum^chahging , processes
""':
should give the committeesa chance."
of the Educational Policy Committee,
Professor
Jonas
Rosenthal,
who
was
Dean
provides an opportunity to research and r&;
of Students at the time of Con-Con, rememevaluate, past changes, 1 with the possible
bers "a significant increase in desire, on the
result of adding a new perspective to future
part of students, to participate in the decisionchanges/ :., , ... .•,- . y;...7 .;.y
making process. There was also interest on
Our current college committee system, of
the part of faculty in exploring the possibility
which the EPC Is part, traces back to the
of more participation by the faculty in the
Constitutional Convention of 1969; Con-Con, as
decision-making process."
it was popularly known, .was a meeting of
These were the eventsand moods prevalent
delegates including students, faculty memon campus in the spring of '69 that led to the
bers, administrators,. alumni • arid parents.
idea of a Constitutional Convention. The
The convention took, place during two
actual idea, according to Johnson's June, 1969
weekends in the fall of '69 — Oct. 3-5 and Nov.
memo, "was first heard of at an informal
22-23. Its purpose was, according to a memo
meeting held in Boston on April 26. There, at
sent to the faculty from Dean of Faculty E.
the initiative of the Board of Trustees, about
Parker Johnson,.dated June 17, 1969, to "meet
'
30 people got together to discuss tilings in
to consider in some detail - the governing
general and the governance of Colby College
framework of the:college and would advise
in particular.Present were a dozen trustees, a
that
the president and trustees
as to changes
r
dozen students, and half a dozen members of
might be needed." ;-Y YY . ' , ¦¦' .. '
the faculty and staff of the college. Among the
The, events leading up to Con-Con were
trustees
present was Mr, Eugene C.
characteristic of the so-called "unrest" thatStruckhoff
, Who proposed the Constitutional
defined college campuses of the late 60's and
Convention
for this fall."
early 70's. The April 11, 1969, ECHO reported
Professor Jan Hogendorn was chosen as
on a chapel occupation: "Having no name but
project director. He remembers his summer
'the Chapel Group,' or facetiously, the 'Easter
as head of the planning committee as
Pig,' the students who originally moved into
"altogether a pleasurable experience. The
the chapel as a peaceful demonstration
planning
committee was a very cooperative
against the lack of communication between
the cover of the Oct. 10, 1969 ECHO: a Con-Con collage
group... Its reports and meetings were harr
students, faculty, and administration,! have
monious.
"
been the subject of much controversy over
"the Board, most of the faculty and most of 'catalyst. ' He said 'I thought the thing was a
More than 120 students, faculty, alumni, the
their right to live in a residencefor which they
students were very cooperative, very good idea myself; it cleared the Sir. I thought
administrators and parents took part in the
themselvesformulate the rules '^
, _ •.. ..
involved.",
the reforms, especially student participation
convention, which was held in the women's
The occupation was a follow-up to Nine
As
a
result
of
the
Constitutional
Convention
,
o
n committees, was an idea whose time had
gym in Runnals
Union, now the Strider
Proposals, a list of demands sent to President
*
students
were
established
as
members
at
come,
and it was due to Con-ConI that student
Theater.
\
Strider by Stu-G (Student Government).The
College and Trustee committees. In addition, participation became commonplace. It's had
Professor
Lucille
Zukowski,
who
was
a
letter accompanying the proposals reads:
delegate to the convention, recalls "the at- a Conference and Review Board was wide ramifications.' y
"The current Student Government was
Rosenthal said 'I don't think anybody felt
mosphere that year was actually very con- established "with the purpose of reviewing
elected on a platform supporting student
the
policies
and
implementations
of
these
there
was going to be a really significant
ducive to friendly debate. Con-Con was
participation in decisions which affect the
policies
of
the
Administration
and
of
deparchange
in governance of the college-the
characterized .by a spirit of investigationand
lives of. students. During the last semester the
tments, according to the "Report of Actions Trustees are legally in charge-but 1think it
inquiry;
there
was
a
feeling
of
being
willing
to
participation took the form of universal
compromise. We really investigated and taken by the Board of Trustees on the did make a significant difference in student
frustration. Attempts to effect changes
talked out a lot of problems."She termed the recommendations of the Constitutional participationin decision making.'
through appropriate channels proved futile.
Convention of November . 1969." Also,
A student commentary ih the Feb. 27, 1970
convention "an excellent illustration of
"On Monday, evening,; Feb. 24, the Student
procedures
for
student
participation
in
ECHO,
looked.at the convention's results
democracy in action,"
Government of Colby College overwhelmingly
departmental
planning
was
set
up.
from
a
different perspective: 'The theory
Student Anthony Maramarco's ECHO
approved the enclosed nine proposals
was
and
is, that out of the Con-Con would
,
column
of
Oct.
10,
also
stressed
a
feeling
'69,
necessary to improve campus life. The
The offi ce of an Ombudsman, who 'shall appear a new system for change at Colby.
o
f
coo
p
erat
i
on
b
etween
stu
d
ents
an
d
f
acu
l
ty:
Student Government demands positive action
entertain complaints by any member of the
"There appeared to be an a ir of tension Colby .community who wishes to present a Students and faculty will be intermixed on
on each of th eselong:neglected proposals for
between the faculty and student delegation on grievance which is not within the jurisdiction college committees providing greater comchanges. A report explaining progress on all
'
municationbetween the two bodies. Students
the first day of the Con-Con. The tables on the of a duly constituted
nine demands shall be written by you and
college judi cialbody, and will be on trustee committees. A new and
convention
floor
were
arranged
so
that
six
or
shall be presented at the Student Government
he shall attempt to obtain satisfaction of any more responsible attitude will prevail, and
seven delegates could be seated at each table. complaint
meeting on March 3, 1969, at 6 PM, in the Hurd
which he considers.,'.'; was . good changeswill flow out of the committees
Each student knew at least one faculty established, according to the Report,
room of Roberts Union. On the following
member, an d in many cases, upperclassmen
Monday, March 10, you shall issue a written
Lastly, provision was made for a Con-Con to the eagerly awaiting college, Thus, was-is
knew many faculty delegates. These friendly H, to be held in spring 1972, to 'recommend the Condon to provide the outlet for rational
report to the students of Colby College inrelationships among students and faculty whether the measures adopted by the 1969 and reasonable discussion where the comdicating positiveaction of each demand.
caused an integration of f acult y and students Convention , and implemented following mittee system was found lacking. Answer :
"We eagerly await your progressreport;" r
—
particular faculty membersand particular trustee approval, shall be continued either in more committees*Meanwhile, what happens
The; actual proposals dealt primarily with
students,
In student/caucuses there still ap- their present or in modified form or shall be to needed changes: they wait while the
health
arrangements
,
campiis
niles,
living
structure necessary for them is prepared, i .e.
peared a tension with the faculty. I asked one terminated.'
clinics, and financial aid.'The strong wording
'.:';..
f
acu
l
t
y
mem
b
er
a
b
out
t
h
e
stu
d
ents
s
i
tt
i
ng
of th e accompanying letter alienated some
Hogendorn summed up the Con-con as. a more committees.'.
with
the
faculty
and
vice-versa.
Sunday,
'By
members of the administration and Board;
even Saturday, the groups will be separated. '
according to the ECHO. Stridor's responding
By Sunday, the seating arran gement h ad not
letter states: "We have for many yearsprided
changed. Faculty and students sat together on
ourselves at Colby on a tradition of rational
the 'left* of the Convention, floor; the alumni,
process and respect for ' orderliness in bur
p
arents, trustees, and administration keepi ng
communications an d negotiat ions, a tra dition
¦
¦ ^^m^^^ SS ^
CSSSmlS
^Sm ^S ^mimm ^^ ^^^^
^
^*ta X.MM%
*
to
th eir 'right' part of the political arena." .
^mm*^ ' ' > ' mm ^m ^.'
tone of
and spirit to which the pre-cmptory
¦
¦
¦
¦
more
gendorn
said
'the
Convention
had
Ho
1
.
.
,
.
your letter is alien." „. •• . •. «;
,
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r
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H
confrontation , about it(than the planning
An ECHO article entitled . ^R esponse, to
committee meetings), although it was a
Proposals Cool" reports on the reactibns of
reasonably
cooperative organization.' He
faculty-trustees' Donaldson Koons and Mark
L; Mayo^Chairperson pf
added
that
Professor
Benbow: "Koons had trouble In taking the
KeepRed Cross
* "» ¦ ' ' " ¦
the Convention, / had a tremendous ability to
^* ^
M ij
accompanying letter seriously, and Benbow
%^^L**^^ \'\* £SmmmmmUmmm *miWM ' '
*
readji
bring together opposing factions ; he was
f elt that it was in 'bud taste,'.Another trustee,
^
fl^V
¦
,
respected
by
all
parties.
At
one
tense
moment
(L
/,
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Mr. Robert Cullen, was quite vocal in his
when everything was going to fall apart-tho
reaction to the tone of the letter, which he
'
'
a
' :
«'/»*/AW5 'PAMoovs
students were threatening a walk-out-hekept
referred to as 'rude arid very abrupt.' Mrs,
™ y ^ Y****mmm^^^' ' Op en Mly 11AM, to midnight
the c6nvention going.'
Bettina Piper said in regard to the letter that
its 'terminology could have been more polite/
Rosenthal recaffs ''a Fairly small group of
\Fmb Aou%h watie daily - ,
Sl^
E
'^Jf
' ¦'
Another result of the Nino Proposals was to
students who were fairly uncooperative wlien ; ' :¦ \
'|jf T^pfe • ^deliveries($12,00 min) . ' ;. -. ,• ' v ,
create a split in the student body. The Fob, 27,
they realized thoy weren't goint to get what ,
1970, ECHO .roads: "Ono element maintained
ii
thoy wonted. Some students felt the -whole
$fe
rcAWE *t, imL, AitA8 f I'iMlj O ;
the conviction that there arc greater things to
thing was a shorn. Thoy called it a 'con game/
fight for than Dorrh autonomy and a 24-hour
o meeting to.keep the troops quiet. He added,. ^ :
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ColbyVEmergency Crew
by Michael Federle

Someone has just fallen out of a second
story Coburn window and is now lying unconscious in the bushes below. Having observed the accident, a passing student runs to
call for help. He quickly dials x23l and
reaches the "nighttime"nurse on duty in the
infirmary. Analyzing the initial phone call of
the concerned student , Nurse Poe acts accordingly.
Meanwhile, Jim Elmore, EMT(Emergency
Medical Technician) on duty this cold , damp
nigajt, burns the midnight oil in the tombs of
Miller library." Breaking the monotonous
silence is a shrill bleeping emanating from the
radio pager attached to Jim's belt. Jim
listens attentively while Nurse Poedispa tches
him to the scene of the accident. Leaving his
books behind, Jim quickly grabs the first aid
knapsack and runs from the building..
Nurse Poe, having dispatched the EMT,
then utilizes the 2-way radio unit to reach the
security guard on duty this night. Upon
making contact with the guard, Nurse Poe
continues, "Please proceed to the east side of
Coburn dorm to provide assistance , to the
EMT who is aiding a patient." The security
guard quickly hops in his vehicle and races
across campus.
Jim is huddled over the victim when the
security guard arrives only moments later.
The guard gives Jim the 2^way radio so that
he can relay symptoms to the nurse. "EMT to
nurse," Jim begins, "the patient is in a
disoriented state, but he is conscious. He has
a number of scratches on his left arm and
neckand his leg is broken. I'm applying a half
leg air splint. It appears he must have fallen
out the second story window."
Nurse Poe assesses Jim's report. Deciding
that the situation does not require immediate
transportation to Thayer Hospital, she

requests the patient be brought in the security
vehicle to the infirmary. Jim helps the victim
into the car and rides with him to the health
center.
After the patient has been taken care of,
Jim fills out the required first-aid form and
arranges a follow-up discussion, between
Nurse Poe and himself. Nurse Poe thanks
the SPECS officer before he returns to the
' ..,_ , ._ .
library.
Had this event, actually occurred, chances
are that Jim Elmore or one of another seven
EMTs would have been the first to provide
assistance to the victimized student. These
eight, people form the core of a group of
concerned students who. call " their
organization SPECS (Student Patrol
Emergency Care System), Each of these
Colby students'has completed, sometime in
the past, an extensive course oh emergency
medical care; hence, their title of emergency
medical technician or EMT.
Y . ¦;'«.
SPECS is a coordinated effort between the
EMTs, the health care center, the security
department, and the Colby switchboard,
"originally intended," as health care
director, Carl Nelson, states, "to be an extension of the health care service in the
isolated: dormitory situation when the health
center is not able to respond." Nelson adds,
"they are especially helpful in the off hours
(late at night, on the weekends, etc.) when
there is only one nurse on duty, and she is
unable to leave her station. "
SPECS was created last year after an accident instigated Jim Elmore, " director of
SPECS,arid a senior economics major with an
interest in medicine to do something about
^
providing basic first-aid
in an emergency
situation on campus. It seems that a visiting
student had put his hand through a dormitory
window and had seriously inj ured it.

A girl on the scene at the time became upset
with her ignorance of first-aid; thus, her
inability to do anything in this situation. This
caused Jim, who had previously completed
his EMT course, to propose the SPECS
program to Carl Nelson. With Mr. Nelson's
favorable reaction SPECS was born bn;the
Colby campus,^
In its infancy, SPECS' effectiveness was
crippled by its lack of an adequate communications system. When ah emergency
occurred, calls had to be made all over
campus to locate the voluntary EMTs. It was
a matter of chance as to whether someone
was in their room to receive the. call, "Last
year," Jim explains, "we couldn't do an article like this because we couldn't guarantee a
response to an emergency call. Out of eight
calls last year,only sue wereresponded to. "
With the financial assistance of STU-A, this
deterrent was extinguished by the purchase of
a $250 radio pager. With the pager, an EMT
on duty is able to carry on with his normal
activities and still be accessible in case of
emergency.
"The main thing," states Jack Kleinman, a
freshman EMT on 24 hour call this , rainy
Wednesday night, "is to have the bleeper with
you at all times. I hook it to my shorts in gym
class and I take it into the shower with me
Once the bleeper sounds, I just grab the
knapsack and go."
The little yellow knapsack carried by the
EMT on duty contains an extensive list of the
basic first-aid equipment. With each shift
change, the first-aid backpack must be
checked by the oncoming EMT to assure
preparedness in any kind of situation.
As was mentioned in the . fabricated
example, a follow-up discussion between the
nurse and the EMT occurs after each incident.
"This encourages constructive

Thursday, October 11, 1979
criticism ," Jack explains. . \"I have been
surprised at the . good rapport we've
developed with ' the huVses," states Jiiri,
"Nurse Sargent seemsto be pleased with the
organization:" '
The nurses also feel a good relationshiphas
developed between merh arid SPECS. Nurse
Sargeant, head nurse and the official advisor
of SPECS, said, "it is still on a trial basis as
far, as funding and its ability to work are
coricerried;.but certainly, it is working, and
working nicely. One girl said to rii.e thatiwhen
he (the EMT ) appeared on the scene>at a
particular accident, everyone caliniedtiowri."
In thisY its third semester of: existence,
SPECS has grown from a practically ineffective organization to that of a relatively
solid asset to the Colby community. "Our
main problem now;" Jim explains, "is lackof
publicity. There are still those people who
seriously injure themselves and then walk to
the infirmary. That's.absurd, an EMT can be
there in a matter of minutes and offer
assistance at the scene of the accident."
In order to combat the students' ignorance
first-aid and ;6f the organization, SPECS has
arranged to hold - informative learning
sessions. An October 14 session begins at 6:00
P.M. in Dana hall and is titled "Everything
You Wanted to Know About Fir§t-Aid but
were Afraid to Ask." In this session, SPECS
will use "Basic First-Aid for the College
Student'! as the illustrative manual.
Also this year for the first time there will be
a Jan Plan (36) offered which-certifies the
student as an EMT when he or she has
satisfactorily completed the course. "We
want to educate tile student body of our
existence," Jim claims, "so that they can
respond to an emergency by calling on us."
SPECS operates now with an eight person
rotation. According to assistant director, Lee
Zalinger, after the Jan Plan they hope to have
fifteen or more on this regular rotation.
Zalinger showed some concern over the fact
that four of the eight present EMTs are. going
to graduate at the end of this year. With this in
mind, he thought the Jan Plan would be important in ensuring an efficient SPECS for
next year.

Scholars Honored
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by Beth Pniewski
Henry B. Veatch, Visiting Professor of academically productive students 3in . the
Philosophy at Colby this semester, spoke at sophomore, junior and senior class. Although
the annual Dana-Bixler Scholar Convocation there is no minimum G.P.A. a student must
held last Thursday. His speech entitled have, usually the five students with the
"Folly and Sense in Present-Day Philosophy" highest G.P.A, are awarded Bixler
was addressed to 64 Dana and Bixler Scholars Scholarships each year. Dana Scholars are
chosen in the same way. About 15 students in
at the award ceremony;
the
sophomore, junior and senior class with
B.A,,
Veatch received his
M.A., and Ph.D.
the
next highest cumulative G.P.A. receive
at Harvard. He has taught at Indiana
Dana
Scholarships.
University, Northwestern University, ' -. and
This
year's Bixler Scholars ranged from 4.0
most, recently at , Georgetown where he was
to
3.77
and
the Dana Scholars from 3.54 to 3.76.
department chairman. Veatch's book on
Winners
may
have been past recipients and
Aristotle, Rational Man , sold more copies
maybe
renewed
in the future.
than any other philosophy book that Indiana
The
names
of
these students go before the
University Press has ever published. This
Dean
of
Students
to make-sure the students
semester he is teaching Introduction to
, Then the names are sent
are
in
good
standing
Philisophy and
¦ • ¦¦- the Philosophy of Aristotle at to the President for filial approval.
Colby.
'
winners ; who are not on
- Dana and Bixler Scholars are selected each Scholarship
financial aj,d receive $100. Those on financial
year. Gary Weaver, Financial Aid Director, aid"receive money as part of their financial
does the awarding of the scholarships. He aid packet according to their needs.
follows a criteria set by the Dana Foundation The Bixler Scholarship does not^.have a
and tr)e Bixler . ' Scholarship Committee in specific amount of money each year, The
"
choosing the recipients,
Dana ¦Scholarship^wa rds a total of $40,000 per
The scholarships are designedtor the most year, ,
. ,. , ' •
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Carl Nelsom

Olymp iad Trainer
by Bill M cCar tn ey

The twisted knee of a football half-back; the
broken wrist of a hockey wing; and the
swollen ankle of a cross-country runner all
have something in common if they occur at
Colby: they will be treated by the sure hands
of Carl Nelson, Colby's Director of Health
Services. Nelson who accompanied the
United States teams in the Winter Olympic
Games in both 1972 and 1976 in the capacityof
Head Trainer has recently been named to
lead the Olympic Games Health Clinic at the
Lake Placid Games in February 1980.
During the Sapporo arid Innsbruck Games
of 1972 and 1976 Nelson was affiliated with the
U.S. team. At Lake Placid, however, his
positionwill be somewhat different. Since the
U.S. will be the hostcountry of the 1980Games
it becomes their responsibility to provide
medical services available to all the Games'
athletes. In 1980, under the auspices of the
Lake Placid Organizing Committee, Nelson
will head a large staff of trainers and
assistants whose duty will be to provide health
services for athletes of all the competing
delegations.
In addition to the Clinic, Nelson says the
host country must also furnish medical services at each of the Games many sites.
Heading this team of trainers in the 1980
Games will be Frank George of Brown
University. These responsibilities of the host
country are extremely necessary, Nelson
remarks. Several of the small countries send
relativelymmisculedelegations to the Games
and don 't possess the capabilities to also
furnish a staff of doctors and trainers for their
own specific athletes. For instance, a small
European country whose squad consists of_a
pair of speed skaters arid a sE jumper would
not likely have the economic ability to have a
medical staff .to accompany these athletes.
Therefore, several teams are out at the mercv

of the host country.
The Clinic which Nelson will direct
possesses full scale laboratory faculties for
numerous aspects of- sports medicinei In
addition, an enormous staff is necessary to
meet the needs of the many athletes. For
Nelson and his associates, the mosthectic and
busy part of the Games comes two weeks
prior to the official ceremonies, something the
public rarely is aware of. At this time, many
more athletes are" present than are seen
during the actual .competition using the
various sites to practice and qualify for the
Games. "The scheduling is extraordinarily
complicated," Nelson comments; "and thus a
considerable staff is needed often working
'¦days from 7:00 a.m. through 10:00p.m." For
Nelson and his staff , the "team approach" is
prerequisite to successful Games work.
For Colby's Carl Nelson, the Olympics
offers a "fantastic personal experience."
Also, his work at the Games is extremely
educational; the international nature of the
festivities offers the opportunity to work and
. share opinions with specialists from several
different countries,i
When not achieving international respect
. for his work in the Olympics, Nelson Is incessantly busy with his work here at Colby.
As the director of Health Services, Nelson is
responsible for the work in the College infirmary as well as his well known efforts with
, Colby's various athletic programs. A typical
\ day for Nelson finds him at the infirmaryin
^the morning hours, where he examines and
performs physical therapylbr the necessary
patients. Administrativedutiesoccupy him in
the early afternoon before he proceeds to the
fieldhouse for the greater part of "the afternoon. Often he remains in the athletic
complex well into .the evening hours, depending on the sports schedule for that particular

A Familiar Fac e: Director of Colby Health Services, Carl Nelson on left
day. ' ¦

Since Colby offers a wide variety of competitive intercollegiate activities, Nelson and
his staff are always busy Because several:
events are often held simultaneously, Nelson
must split up his associates in order to have
each activity effectively covered. At times
this requires the help of several student
assistants. Fortunately, Nelsonfeels, Colby's
geographic alignment is such that the various
activities are often in closej>roximity to one
another. In this way, the medical staff is
never too spread apart from one another and
thrpugh the use of walkie-talkiesremain in
constantcontact
^ fall-early whiter months,
During the late
Nebon is at his busiest. At this time, the fall
sports of football, field hockey, men and
women's soccer, and men and women's crosscountry are still in competition. The problem
that arises is that the winter sports, such as
hockey and basketball, begin pre-season
practice sessions at this tirherThusTNelson
and his full-time assistant Norm Sylvester,
are kept very busy, since most of these teams
practice at the same tune. Fortunately for
the medical staff , the spring sports schedule
is light, providing them with a breather
somewhere around the first week in March.
As Nelson views it, no one particularsport
produces more work for him than any other.
He elaborates with the explanation that

although football involves the most contact,
the football season is only eight games long,
whereas the hockey and basketball seasons
consist of soine twenty-odd games. Each
sport, he adds, has its own unique injuries
with no one activity standing out as much
worse: than thernany others.
During the past year athletics on the college
and professional levels have been faced on
several occasions with cases in which a team
doctor' has been forced to choose between the
wishes of a team's management for a successful season and the overall welfare of the
athlete. In a series of articles. Sports
Illustrated magazine described the dilemna
often confronted by an athletic physician.
When questioned about this problem , Nelson
happily replies that the medical athletic
philosophy here at Colby is compatible .to bis
own: "The intent of organized athletics is to
provide a meaningful experience for the
athlete but not at the risk of his or her
welfare." Nelson continues that, "I like to
treat each athlete as if he weremy own."
The Olympic situation is markedly different from that at Colby, Nelson adds:
"They 're the same type of kids, but there 's a
totally different goal in mind." Because of
this difference, Nelson comments, you 've got
to "wear the hat", associated with that particular activity. Hopefully, Carl Nelson .will
wear Colby's hat for a long time to come.

Betro Nets Three In Soccer R out

C oac h Serdjenian an d leading scorer Bet ro

by David Strage
After a comparatively easy 3-0 win over
New England College last week, the Mules
sought revenge in a rematch vs. the Black
Bears of UMO. Last week's game ended in a 22 overtime tie and feelings were running very
high at the outset of Tuesday 's game. With three inchesof unexpected snow on the
field, Colby managed to put four goals past
UMO goalie Tom Stocker, while Colby's Bill
Moorman played a remarkable game to
record his second consecutive shutout.
TomJBetro started the scoring with two
goals in the first half. The first, on an assist by
Elliott Pratt , the second unassisted from a
free kick. As was the case last week, the
tackling was unusually rough. Colby,
however, managed to turn the tenacity of the
contest to their advantage as they continued
to apply pressure throughout the second half.
To finish the rout , Dick Muther scored by
virtue of a penalty shot and Betro tallied his
thir d of th e a f ternoon f rom a corner on an
assist from Tom McPhedran,
The Mules were outshot by the Black Bears
season. Top scorer, Tom Betro , needs only
two more goa ls to b etter th e eigh t y ar d mar k
he set a year ago. However, his task will be
ma de somewhat tough er by th e a bscence of
sophmorc halfback Tim Cross, who was injured last week at New England and will be
out of action for at least two weeks.
This Saturday, the Mules will be looking for
their fifth vln as they square off against Clark
Univers i ty in Worcester , Massachusetts,

22-17 but Bill Moorman managed to keep the
UMO forwards at bay with an outstanding
performance, Colby's keeper had 14 saves,

while UMO's Tom Stocker had but eight.
Colby is now.4-2-1 for the year and are only
three win's away from a second winning
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Follow the Bouncing[Ball: Forward Dan Roy in Action : eariier. in the yearyyf t :-- - . .\
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an editorial cotnmen t

Baseball cards,, all of lis ljad them in out
younger days. We all waited anxiously for the
start of the new season, for the first series to
come out and see how they differed from the
year before. This first series usually
proceeded the actual Season . and we all
laughed at the mistakes that Topps made and
wondered how they could make such glaring
errors with our sacred baseball cards.
! I was what one would call a flipper, I flipped
. . cards whenever the moment called for it,
whether it be on the back of,the school bus or
in the school playground, in these instances,
' ) we^j ould . match , colors,, with the winner
'¦ taking the pot or deck of cards. At other, times
we would toss the cards against the wall and
the one that would make his card stand up
against the wall would: win. There, were an
infinite number of techniques to flipping
cards, the ingenious thinking of any way that
was beneficial to his winning. And then of
course, we waited for the next series and it
would always be a while before people would
begin to flip these new cards.What one would
try 16Tb is find a rich kid whose Mom just

have the newest cards and the most to lose.In
bought him cairds. These kids would always
addition, they were the worst flippers. Since I
wasa shark, I preyed on these kids and raped
theim of their collections. I never felt bad
cause these kids would always go out and get
more, and once again get cleaned out, this
time by someone else.
So what did one do with these cards? At the
end of the year Mom would throw them out,
you saved them or your little brother .stole
them. In any event they were tucked away.
Some of us would take out our checklists and
see.if we had all seven series or our favorites
from our home teams.
Flipping baseball cards was always a blast.
I always tried to finish the season with an
entire collection and I would fry to go Ihe
entire year without purchasing any. Buying
cards was against the rule for sharks - only
the rich kid on the block bought cards , if h e
couldn't win, then he bought more. George
and Gene always bought more.
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Defense!: J effDropo clogging up the hole

Sears Iluns For Three

photo by J onathan Greenspan

Mules Ground Dutchmen
uedsusaxq uetneuof Xq

In front of . a large Parents* Day crowd, the
Colby Mules won their second straight game
.• of the year this past Saturday, drubbing the
Dutchmen of Union 35-12. Three Frank Sears
touchdowns in the first twenty minutes of play
, never allowed the men from Schenectady to
seriously challenge the Mules.
As in their victory over.Wesleyan a week
ago, the Mule offense . struck quickly. On the
fifth play of the afternoon, Colby shocked both
the crowd and their opponents with some
flashy offense. The touchdown play, which
..y covered 55 yards, began with a counter crissf ) crosQ&n the backfield between George Dolan
and Paul Belahge'r, who then proceeded to
gallop freely down; the . left sideline , to ..the
twenty, where he flipped the ball back to
Quarterback Sears for the final twenty yards
and the score. Said Coach Kopp of the play, "I
wouldn't call it razzle-dazzle, but a part of our
offense that we have recently progressed to; It
takes a great deal of timing arid proper
execution and today we were able to
capitalize with it. " :
If Union had not seen enough of Colby 's
spirited offense, oil the next'series, the Mules
j galri utilized the reverse for a score. After
moving the ball from their own 18 to the
Dutchmen's 44 on five plays; the Mules ran
- the counter criss-cross to the other side and
once again, Belanger flipped, the. ball back to
Sears who proceeded to ramble down the
sideline for 44 ' yards and; the score. "The
>.;. second time we fooled different people as we
J ran mo the other side," commented Kopp, .
"During the week , Union had made up their
mind to kill our sweep, which we had run
successfully against Wesleyan. Therefore we
were able to utilize the counter a rid the people
up front performed admirably, The blocking
of guards Gary Leonard arid Dennis Ring, as
, well as tight end Todd Marble, made the play
work,", ;:
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After a' change of possessions, and a fine
PaiiL Belanger pimt, the; Dutchmen were
. tra pped'back on their own five, yard' line,
llnable to move from this precarious position,
Union punted and gave the Colby offense fine
field position from Union's^?. Six plays later
it was again Frank Sears as he galloped over
i^ v froin ihe six , giving Colby; their third touch1 . 1 dowrk/f the day at 10150 of the second quarter,
Said Sears. df the piny, '.It was a ,designed
bootleg which Union afforded me the opportunity to take. At the tiriie; they were
sitting on their pass defense thus giving me
the corner and the score, " The convers i on by

needed.From the 26, it too.k Union five plays downf ield in nine plays on the strength of runs
Larry Sparks gave the Mules a seemingly
to get their second score. A seventeen-yard by Mike Drouin and George Dolan. An eleven
insurmountable 21-0lead at halftime.
If the scoreboard didn't indicate enough of : scamper by their all-ECAC halfback Jeff yard Sears to Belanger pass out of the backRomer provided the meri from Union with the field completed the drive and put the game
the story at half, certainly the statistics
yielded further evidence of Mule supremacy. ; touchdown. The try for the two points after the out of reach. In the final seconds, reserve
touchdown was. unsuccessful and Colby Shoto Aki put Colby's final score on the board
Already, the Mules had amassed 283 yards
with an eleven yard burstup the middle.
maintaineda 21-12 advantage. ;
total offense, including 213 on the ground. At
On the Mules' next series, the offense again
Said Coach Kopp of the win, "Give credit to
the same time, the Dutchmen could only
suffered
from
sloppy
play.
Frank
Sears
the
defense for last Saturday's victory. When
register 44 yards total offense, creating a
fumbled the snap from center on Union's 37 we faltered in the third quarter, the defense
disparity of 240 yards.
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Moving into high gea r, Frank Sears directing the offense
„ '
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¦' On Colby 's first possession of' the third
quarter , Colby 's fortunes began to turn. While
being chased , in his own backfield , Sears
threw the ball by his intended receiver. and
into the hands of a Union backer at the Colby
seventeen, Three plays later , Johnston of
U n i on snea k ed over , from, the one and put tlie
Dutchmen on the scoreboard, Union missed
the extra point which would later force them
to go for a two point conversion rather than
the conventional one,
• ; ,
Ahead 21-6, the lead, still seemed pretty
much insurmountable, but a George Dolan
fumble on Colby's next field possession with
more than nine minutes to go in the third
quarter gave Union the added spark that the>

,.

•

af ter" Colby had brought the ball down frorn

their own 42, But. on the ensuing series, the
defense came up big, as Jeff Dropo dropped,
quarterback Johnston for a nine yard loss,
bringing the ball back to the 42 and forcing the
Dutchmen to punt.
The third quarter ended with the Mules on
top 21-12, but the memory of last year's victory over Union loomed in the minds of many.
After being on top 22-0 a year ago, tlie Mules
afforded their foes some 26 points and a final
scare before they held 28-26; a performance
that they did not want to duplicate Saturday.
After trading possessions. Colby began the
march that, would secure the victory,
Beginning on their own 43. the Mules moved
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allowed us to keep control and to regain our
momentum. Although we allowed nine points ,
they .were diie to turnovers ,''
v .Both the defense, which allowed only 133
total yards, and the offense, which accumulated 431 yards, played solid games, For
those of .us that witnessed last Saturday 's
game, we saw a different Mule team than we
have in years past. It was a sure sjjuad.
confident in thernselves and knowing what
they had tb do arid doing if well, Said quarterback Sears after the ' garne, "It felt good to
blow someone out. rather than being on the
other side "--a rarity that just might become
a little 'm ore common pl ace as th e season
continues ,

Only "Try " Once

Ruggers Master Wm^es
President Cotter joined the ever-increasing
number pf Colby Rugby supporters as a
record crowd of parents and friends witnessed
Colby's second victory of jthe season last
Saturday. ,
Despite the victory, Colby's Ruggers played
poorly. -. Greg Keenan's first half score
provided the Mules with their margin of
victory as several close scoring opportunities
by,the Bobcats fell short of the "try"line.
Playing without Captian Brad Richards and
fellow wing "f orward Spencer Staples the
Colby scrum , despite overpowering Bates,
lacked the finesse to deliver the ball cleanly to
the Colby backs. Rod Marshall played his
usual fine game and John Sorter and Mike
Dailey attracted a lot of attention in th eir f irst
"A" games of the year. From the start it Was
evident that Colby had underestimated Bates
and lacked the killer instinct necessary to
capitalize on the opportunities afforded them
by their domination of play.
Tn the backfield. Bob Davidson ran as the

pho to by J im Dwyer

J ane Har tzell doing berthing

Women Win Three
by Carol Sly
for
70 for many an offensiveattack. The Mules had
Colby traveled south to Springvale
degree weath er an d an easy win against 19 corners and 16 shot on goals, while Tufts
Nasson on Thursday. The Mules dominated had only three corners with no shots.
The only goal of the game came midway
play throughout the game, continually apthrough
the fust half '. The ball was worked
plying off ensive pressure on Nasson 's harr ied
defense. Colby penetrated their opponent's down from midfield ih a series of crisp
circles ,41 times, taking 28 shots on goal. passes. The ball was centered from the right
into the goal by Meyer.lt
Nasson's off ense worked: themselves into arid driven ?squarely
' goal;of the season/ Freshwas
Me
y
er
s
fifth
scoring position only 5 times.
Sophomore Sandy Lang put Colby on the man Wendy Runstadler was recognized f or
which allowed
scoreboard with a hard drive from the right her exceptional offensive play,
' a good position
the
ball
to
be
worked
into
wing position to the far corner of the goal. A
flick off a corner play by Leah Maher set Sue numerous times.
The Mule defense was tight, breaking up
Meyer up for the second goal. Maher followed
almost
every offensive attempt to bring the
with a goal, of her own , which she pushed deep
ball
downfield.
Chris Hood played well ;
into.the corner of the net, leaving the score 3-0
re
peatedly taking the ball away f rom the
at the half.
Colby's lead went unchallenged as Nancy Tuft's wing an d fee ding it back to th e Colby
Chapin scored early in the second half. The forward line. Also contributing to the
ball was worked down the right side of the defensive effort was Chris Jackson who
field, centered across the goal to winger helped control midfield play, an d led several
Chapin, who then deflected the drive between offensive attacks. The final score was 1-0; the
the goalie's pads and the post. Meyer put in third shutout of the season for goalie Bunthe fifth and final goal for Colby, rushing a nell.
clear off the goalie's pads. Meyer and co- The Mules went to Bowdoin on Monday for
captain Chris Jackson were named as the their third win of the week. Cold winds and a
fast field brought out Colby's best. Strong
outstanding players of the game.
On Saturday, Colby met Tufts in front of a stlckwork and good hustle brought Colby their
large crowd of parents and fans. As in her two goals-enough for the win.
The Colby offense came out off the opening
match vs. Nasson, Colby dominated play and
faceoff
showing speed and determination.
had no problem penetrating the Tuft's defense
Minutes into the half , Maher passed to Meyer
who worked the ball in front of the goal and
pushed it quickly between the goalie's pads.
The Mules were on the scoreboard and continued to threaten Bowdoin by bringing the
ball down attack after attack.
Hilary Laraba capitalized on a breakaway
play. Dodging the Bowdoin defense she had
only the goalie to coptend with. A hard drive
to the corner, and Laraba had her third goal of
the season. Colby was ahead 2-0 at the half.
The Polar Bears found some inspiration.**)
At last ,the type of reporting
the half time huddle, as they came onto the
New En glan d college footb all
field fired up. Their plays started to gell and
has always deserved.
several times posed serious scoring threats,
Naw England Division III turns play exciting football. But, as '
any frustrated fan knows, scores art often burled deep In the
Tight
defense and sharp play by goalie
sports piges of major metropolitannewspapers,If they
appear at,
li And rarefy do these teams receive any In-depth
Bunnell minimized the damage. Bowdoin put
coverage. We have decidedto changeli that.
in a shot off a corner play. It was to be their
For 11weeks this Fallwe will bring you boxscores,Individualand team stats, player profiles, features and editorials on
only goal, as the Colby defense held off the
New England collegeteams Including:
Polar Bears' final onslaught. The game all• Wesleyan • Middlebury
' Tufts
star was Sara Bunnell, who had ten saves in
• Wllllama
• Coast Quard * Worcester
Polytech.
goal ; the final score was Colby 2, Bowdoin 1.
• Bates
• Amherst .
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by Kevin Fahey
race of the season to finish 4th. Ossoff was ,
The men's cross-country team improved
followed by freshman Kelly Dodge in 5th '
their season's record to 5-1 by defeating a
place. Phil Hough came through 33 seconds
strong Bowdoin squad last Saturday. The
behind Dodge to take the 6th spot.
mile
Polar
Bears
on
the
5.1
Mules ran past the
Colby now had had four across the line and
of
25score
by
a
final
course
Mayflower Hill
it would be necessary to get a 5th across
31. :
before Bowdoin's 5th man if Colby was to
Bowdoin's Doug Ingersoll was the first to
prove victorious. Jon Bees was the man, as he
of
cross the line as he set a new course record
took; the 8th spot for Cblby. Bees rounded put
is
Colby
record-holder
27:50.2V The previous
the Mules' scoring while Bowdoin had only put
strong
;
Despite
a
Coffin.
freshman Todd
three men across the line. Bill McCully used
repeat performance of his 28:00 record, Coffin
his tremendous kick to take the 10th placfpnd i|
finished second in the race. Tom Kelly of
v
r
Bowdoin followed Coffin across the line 13 leave Bowdoin's 5th man in the 11th spot. ' -°
This Saturday, coach Jim Wescott will be
seconds later,
taking
his top seven performers to Franklin
laurels
the
depth
provided
Once again fine
with the margin of victory. It was a scene that Park in Boston. The Mules will be competing
would make the legendary Aaron "A-train" in the NESCAC meet which will place the
Lebenger proud as Dan Ossoff ran his best Colby harriers against the top performers
from the other , ten NESCAC colleges in this
; non-team scored meet. . . .. . .
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A new dance ? No, it 's Rugger Rod Marshall doing cartwheelsyX
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• Trinity
• Colby
•Norwich
• Union
• Hamilton
• Bowdoin
The coal lor a one-year subscription Is110. If you subscribe
.for two yean, you'll save two dollars/The two-yearsubscrlp. Donrate Is $18,Subscribenow andenjoyl .
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fans are accustomed to seeing him run : like a
compact whirlwind, bowling oyer his wouldbe tacklers. "Buzz" Marcus .was solid at
fullback and Mark Govonni showed several
bursts of speed in some fine short runs. The
backs as a whole ran well when thehall came
out to th em an d tackled somewhat better th an
in previous weeks. ,
This Saturday is a crucial one in the rugby
season as Colby takes on;arch-rival Bowdoin
at the special starting time of 3 pm. The
Ruggers' are' count
ing,on a spirited week of
practice to prepare therri for the'game.Hopes
are high that injuries to Ted Saraceno (neck)
and Bob Ruzzo ( knee) will not prove jerf ^ is
enough to keep them out of the Bowdoin
match, as the team can ill afford to lose the
services of either of these tough, dependable
veterans. A win against Bowdoin would give
Colby at least a share of the CBB Rugby title,
a loss would defer the question until the
Ruggers travel to Bowdoin later in the year.
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Netters Rout Merrimack

Tli iisYVvfeek Iii Sports
€< DATE .fy y y ' y ^X- ^^ ^p n m^' y y . . }
October 13
Women 's Cross Country

OPPONENT

TIME

NESCAC at Tufts

11:00

Men 's Varsity Cross Country
NESCAC at Tufts
¦
\^- 7:;";Women 's Soc«¥.r '' ¦ . . • •¦ ' ¦ /\- . 'AB ATES .

12:00

Var sity Footbal l

.
_

""

_

1:30

. at Clark

2:00

Men 's Rugby Cl ub

BOW DOIN

3:00

October 15

Varsity "B" Football

MCI

3:00

October 17

Tareity Soccej

THOMAS

Varsity "B" Soccer

BOWDOIN

3:00

Women 's Fiel d Hoc key

NASSON

3:00

Y-

'¦

Varsity Soccer .

at Hamilton

1:00 7

¦
'

¦
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Women 's Tennis
.

„ .

¦

UNH

.

*

3:00

. 3:00

Soccer Drops Three

by Sar ah LickDyke
strengthened the offense. Shortly before the
The Women's Soccer team suffered three
half , the women again changed formation,
disappointing losses this past week, including
experihieritingwith a previously unpracticed
a 1-0 defeat at the hands pf Bates. The game,
4-2-4 line-up. Though this new formation
which was the girls' first away match of the
ended the scoring barrage, Colby's offense
year, proved to be the closest and most
couldn't register another goal vs. their
f rusQating match of their initial campaign.
'
Medford opponents.
Following a prolonged scramble in front -of
This past Monday, Lyndon State was .the
the Mule, goal, a Bates forward was able to
women's third opponent of the week. Colby
poke the ball into the net. What made this so
quickly jumped into the lead on a goal by
excruciating, was that the ball crossed the
senior Melanie Wilson on an assist from
goal lirte as the final whistle sounded. This
Debbie Ward.
game was the women's most exciting and best
The Mules maintained the scoring adplayed contest of the year and a game that
throughout the first half , but failed to
vantage
they dominated up till the final fifteen
add
to
her
lead; a lead that Lyndon State was
minutes, when Bates began to mount an atable
to
overcome
with two second half goals.
tack and capitalized oh her onslaught. .
The 2-1 victory afforded Colby's opponents the
On Saturday, the women were handed their
opportunity to return home with their first win
worst defeat of the season; a 10-1thrashing by
of the year. Said Colby coach Steve Knight,
Tufts. Despite the lopsided trouncing, Colby
"The game was lost in the first half by Colby's
did find , reason to rejoice, however, as
failure
to score with the wind advantage."
sophomore Kathleen Shea .became the first
"Shooting is our Achilles heel. We are never
woman , to " score a goal in the history of
completely overrun by our opponents, but
Women's Varsity Soccer at Colby.
unless we shoot, we won't score."
Traction in the first half was end to end.
The women's next match is this Saturday
Colby started out with a new 4-3-3 line-up
Bates here on Loerbs field at 1:00.
vs.
which replaced the team's usual 3-3-4 forThe game promises to be close and the women
mation . But, the new arrangement proved to
are looking to ¦revenge their 1-0 loss of this
be of little help ; the additional lineman
past week.
weakened the defense more than

Sailors Finish Fourth

Mo Flint: A Ve^sMle Aihelete
by Ande Goode

One of the key reasons for the women's
tennis team's success over the past four years
has been Mo Flint. The versatilesenior from
Yarmouth, Maine is the teams captain for the
secondstraight season.
Mo's excellence in tennis stems back to
when she began playing at age nine. Said Mo,
"At first always played with my brother, but
he gave up the game when I beat him ."
Between the ages of 12 and 19, Mo participated in the state tournaments held on
week-ends. Besides ranking high in the state,
she capturedthe doubles title once.
At Yarmouth high school shejriayed in the
number one spot for four years. In her freshman year at.Colby she played at the number
one and two spots. In the state tournament for
Maine colleges she played first doubles. She
and her partner went all the way to win,
helpingto capture first placefor Colby. In her
sophomore year Mo had another successful
season playing number one and helping her
team place first once again in the state
tournament. Last year, Mo again played
number one singles. In the state tourney held
here at Colby last year, the team finished
second to a strong U.M.O. squad.
When asked about team rivals,Mo is quick
to mention the University of Maine at Orono.
She stated simply that, "they were the only
team to beat us twice last year and our
matches can usually go either way. The fact

Women on the offensive

ourselves , we finished 4th. Dar tmouth won
with a strong showing in her home wa ters,
. The tea m has competed twice previously
this season . Immediately upon returning to
school we raced at Maine Maritime in a very
enjoyable series; however the start of the
season found us a little rusty. Two weeks ago
we sent a group down to Tufts where we encountered strong competition , yet worked to a
victory over Williams , Brandise. and U.MO.
Sailors who put in enthusiastic support for
these races included team , captain Skip
Neville, Ted Taylor , Dave Mitchell , Randy
Wilmot. Susan Burchill and Liz Murnhv .
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MOSCOW1900

by Charlie Higginson

The Colby Sailing Team voyaged to Dartmouth thls past Sunday to compete' .for . the
Northern - New England Champion ships.
Charlie Higginson ^ an,d Susan Shaver skippered while J ill Leonard aiid Heidi Henderson
crewed . After getting lost for a short while the
club found the Dartmout h Yacht Club on Lake
efficeiency got
MasAoma and with surprising
¦
under way, v , ; - ., ¦¦ ¦ ¦: ¦¦ ' ¦ ¦ ' ¦ f tX ' ¦ XX f t' : : 'y ' The boats were Flying Juniors and the
weather graced us with a breezy overcast
day. After a quick series of six races between
Dar tmouth , Maine Mar itime Acade my,
Bowdoin , Norwich , Maine University "ind
tmmmmmammmm mmmmmy ^

..

that Bates and Bowdoin have beendominated
by Colby tennis in the past few years seems to
bethe reason for their not being big rivals.
Besides playing tennis, Mp has taught the
game for the previous seven summers. Her
other athletic endeavors include ice hockey
her freshmen year and basketball her
sophomore year.
This past Saturday Colby upped their
record to 3-1 with a 9-0 victory over a noncompetitive Merrimack College team. Once
again, Colby's freshmen trip breezed to
victory ; number one Maura Shaughnessy
defeated Maureen McCloskey 6-1,6-2; Wendy
Wittels took three sets to down Merrimack's
Leslie Omelette and number three Brigid
McCarthy cruised to a 6-1,6-1 victory over
Pam DeFillippo. Sara Crisp also had an easy
time, thrashing her opponent Cathy Bishop 61,6-2. Lilla Duffy made it a clean singles
sweep by' overpowering Marian Gaf f hey 6-1,6"'
"
3
i . . . ... .
•
'
In doubles, Mo Flint and Martha Oaks
amassed1 their fourth straight victory of the
season. Traditionally Mo has been a baseline
rallier, but this season she's been working on
her net game which is the key to doubles
success. Mo and Martha won 6-0, 6-0 over
Susan Reynolds and Missy Schwartz. Ellen
and "Gretchen Huebsch completed the sweep
witha 6-1, 6-1 drubbing of Mary Anne Morellk
and Elaine Sementes.

Fairfield, Maine-No one could believe it
when they saw snow coming down Tuesday
morning but all of the friendly people at
Joseph's just smiled because they are more
than prepared for a snow-filled winter season,
To get you ready they have Rossignoj, OJin,
Nordlca , Lattge, Dolomite (boots , 40 percent
Hl
^^B^B^B^B^B^F
off ) and many other famous brands>f Alpine ^^^^ K' ^^^^^^^^^^^
ski supplies, The cross country (Karhu , Trak)
Al>A ^^^ H
package deals are amazing. (Full grain a^B^B^B^Ha^Bm< " ¦. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
leather Trak X-country boots reg. $30.00, now
'" ¦ ' ¦:: ¦; ' . B^B^B^B^B^B^B^LflB^BT^
'
f BW^I^B^B^B^B^H
$15.00) . y .
,
^
^
¦
"
' For the hockey player, Joseph's features' a
B^Ml ^^ H
complete line of hockey equipment at the
lowest prices around. You can get a practice HIBlTOCHSEl ^BaMt ^B^B^B^B^BMBlB^B^B^BMBliB^B^BM
J ^HH ^ |tt M>K> ^
mWm&KmmWEbKmmmmWSIY*
^Qm$£
jersey for ju st $500 or a dozen hockey sticks WB
aKBuBmmm9temimmmm
^^M^K^ Pitut ^
for $36.00 ($3.95 . each) . Joseph's is an
authorized CCM dealer and they will replace
up to two blades on your hockey skates,
(Special this week - selected Cooper helmets
just $16.00). So-get ready for winter early and
dp It at Joseph's (Main St. in Fairfield),
< 10 percent discount to all Colby students) .
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Pa id Advertisement

^^) wecan't afford to win.

Make tax-deductible check payable to U,S, Olympic ,
P,0, Box 1980-P, Cathedral Station, Boston. MA 02118
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A Challenge To Think °
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"Mother Courage" will be performed on the • could seem more straightforward . The play is ,
18thY 19th arid 20th of October in Strider set, within a dry historical context and is
subtitled "A Chronicle of the^ Thirty Years' Theater. Performances begin at 8:00.
Bertolt Brecht was a German dramatist of War. "
However drily the events are set down ,the pre-Nazi era whose budding Marxist
beliefs led to hisiorced exile during the Third "Mother Courage" poses complex questions
Reich. < Surrounded by .an atmosphere of for the viewer. These questions arise mainly
turbulence and change, it is not hard to see from contradictions inherent in me character •.
how this particular artist came to develop of Mother Courage herself. This .. pedlar;
what was then a radical concept in drama: woman makes her living from the war. but
strives to keep her children put . of j t .for
the epic theater.
Brecht' s epic theater, of which example. A shrewd calculator in the extreme,
"Threepenny Opera " and "Mother Courage" she somewhat ..arbitrarily refuses a • highly^:
are the most well-known examples, shatters advantageous scheme which entailsYabajYJ
the mold of traditional tiieater. In the latter, donirig her mute, disfigured katrin. ' And,the spectator shares an emotional ex- Mother Courage fears peace for it is a threat
perience ; in Brecht's drama , the spectator is to her living, yet as a mother she is repeated ly ,
taught. Rather than responding to a play with victimized by the war. Brecht ,is careful to¦(
their feelings, the audience must activate include conflicting attitudes toward the
their intellect. What this change in dramatic nature of virtue in this play ; "The Song of the
ideology means to the play itself is that the Great Capitulation" and "The Song of the
element of dramatic suspense is discarded. Wise and Good" evidence a tension in opinion
Spectators are handed no illusion to sweep that the audience is invited to resolve.
Martel's production of "Mother Courage" is
them off onto an emotional plane. The events
are not shared by, but rather dictated to, the commendable, if only because often Brecht's .
plays "are considered a' challenge to direct '
audience, compelling them to-understand.
Unlike those of family-style musicals, David Condon, who plays the . Chaplain, has
Brecht's songs, as. student director Bruce written the musical setting: Brecht's plays
Martel says, "step out of the play's context to usually have no single mandatory musical
deliver their message . directly to the score. The cast includes Bridget Callahan as
Mother, with Mark D'Entremont as Eilif.,
audience."
Martel goes on to describe the play in a Walter Judge as Swiss Cheese, Wendy Freyfed;
Katrin, and Peter Asher as the Cook. The
characteristically Brechtian manner :
event in
evening promises to be a memorable
Courage"
is
about
the
fortunes
of
'Mother
,
•
• -; ¦
Anna Fierling and her children Eilif , Swiss epictheater. Y
Cheese and Katrin." On the surface, nothing
by B ecky Peter s

Gajun Music Gomes To Maine
Karla Bonoff

Wnaay -Bono*f
Singer and songwriter Karla Bonoff, who
has written for Linda Ronstadt, will perform
at 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 12, in Wadsworth
Gymnasium of Colby College.
Her songs for Ronstadt include "Lose
Again," "Someone to Lay Down Beside Me,"
and '.'If He's Ever Near."
Miss Bonoff began her career at an early
age ih Los Angeles, "Growing up in LA , was
great in the sense that I go!to hear a lot of live
music," she explained. "I was able to see

people Uke Joni Mitchell and James Taylor do
their first club appearances there. I know it
had a lot to do with forming my early ideas
about songwriting and performing." Her
latest album is "Restless Nights, "
. Appearing with Miss Bonoff will be Jack
Tempchion. composer of "Peaceful, Easy
Feeling" for the Eagles.
Tickets are available at outlets in Waterville and at the door.

Anno unceme nt s

For the first time ever people in Maine will
have a chance to hear traditionalCajun music
from Louisianna. On Fri. night Oct. 19, Tony
and Dewey Balfa, along with Marc Savoy, will
be playing at the Blue Goose Dance Hall on

Strid er
Concert
Series
The inauguration of the Robert and Helen
Str ider , Concert series; at Colby will be on
Wednesday, Oct. 17, with a performance by
the 17-member Banchettb Musicale, a
y 77 , • ':7.
baroque orchestra.
'The , performance, at 8 pim. in Lorimer
Chapel, will beppen to the public. • -7
Selections will include works by Teiernanri,
Handel, Vivaldi, Rameau , and J. Si Bach .
The program is supported by a fund created
by Colby alumni clubs ; in tribute to the
coll ege's past president and his wife.
. Additional funds are. from The New
En gl an d Foun dat ion f or . tjie Arts, The Maine
State Commission oh it h e ' Arts .' arid
Humanities ,^an d ¦The ¦ NationalyEhdowrrierit/
for the Arts. ' y f t : ,¦¦; ¦;" ' 7Y7Yf .X . f tf t.yy ryft:. ¦•"

Route l just south of Belfast. The dance is
scheduled to begin at8:30 PM. Also appearing
that evening will be the Maine Country Dance
y Y
Orchestra.
The Balfa 's and Marc Savoy come from
Southwest Louisianna where the unique,
sounds of Cajun music have evolved. Betwe^i^
them they have recorded over 6 records on
various labels7;Dewey Balfa learned to play
the fiddle from bis father and has been
playing for;,; over 40 years , Tony learned to
play guitar from his father,' .who along with
Dewey ; and two other brothers, played
together for many years as The .Balfa
Brothers. Marc Savoy comes out df the fine
tradition of Cajun accordion players arid has
been making and selling accordions
for many
;¦ ¦ y ..:. ¦ -•,. - .f t; :
f t - f t r yft - . ,
years.'.-.
¦
Last win ter a tra gic a ccident took th e lives
of; two of Dewey's •; brothers. At that; point
Dewey seriously ;c6nsidei,ed7giving .'Up'/his
music with the thought of pia^rig .without his.
brothers. However, be felt that Cajtoh music is;
too important for him hbt |tb go phi*' So along
with Mate and Tony, he is again playing;: .
The dance on Friday eyehing will offer both
th e waltz 's7ahd f t.two-steps'; ofof'th e Cajun
tradition ' aloipg;with tt^emusic the,'Maif:i'
Country ^pahe'e Orchestra , The Balfa 's/and
MarcSayoy will also be performing a concert
Saturday evening October ; 20 at the Perfprmlng Arts Center in Bath. These unique
chances to hear Acadian Cajuri^mus lc: in
Maine are »ot to be missed I
Y7 777 7 7

THE PEQUOD, Colby's literary ma gazine,
"The Private Afternoons of Pamela Mann "
publishes
student literature and artwork . We
will be shown on Sat. Oct, 13 In Lovejoy 100, '
need
black
and white photographs, penciland
Winnin g numerous erot ica award s, this film Is
Ink
drawings,
sh ort stories, poems, limericks,
,
generally considered the best of the hard core ,
porno , outclassing- such favorites as "Deep; . ¦ etc. Pleasetype'*literature
¦ :; -' : ' as you would like it
toappear,;
Throat" and "The Devil in Miss Jones" in ,/ '7
'
both ."acting" and .direction, The film will be "' ' .^The:',deadline for submissions is Nov. 1Y
Collection
are. located in the
shown at .7 and 9:30, admission.Ml. '
.; „;, library, in :envelopes
Bixler, and in Roberts'. THE
'
PEQUOD is published twice yearly arid is \m\^m^^PS1 m
^^- ^ ' L' Y ^ 0^ E^^^OBBYtsUPPLiES' y 'yf t
^^mWmmm\
^\
funded by Colby students.
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Stu-A films will . present "East of Eden," on
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Wed. v Oct. , 17, This 1055 classic, starring
V
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James Dean and Julie Harris , is based on
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Steinb eck's n ovel ,aboij t life, ui prc-World War. •- .. . A vesper concert featyng the . music of
k
I California and Is Dean's most famous film.
living American composers will be presented
"East of Eden " will be shown at 7 and 9:30, :
on
Sun. Oct ,l4at 4 pm in Lorimer Cha pel, : '
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Yeats -Stucliedin Quarter ly
The summer issue of the Colby Library
Quarterly is devoted to the life and works of
William Butler Yeats, the Irish ppet and
dramatist. ^
The special edition, edited by Douglas N.
Archibald, professor of English,' includes
essays dealing with Yeats's literary politics,
the relationships of his works with those of
Dante and Nietzsche, John Butler Yeats's
influence on his son's poetry, and theories on
symbolism and occult research.
¦ft Contributors are Phillip L. Marcus,
professor of English at Cornell; George
Bornstein, professor of English at the
University of Michigan; George M. Harper,
prpfessor of English at Florida State;
Elizabeth W. Bergman, graduate student at

FAMILYCUPS
by Steve Orlen

Poet Steve Orlen

Poet To Read
Steve Orlen, author of three collections of
poetry..Y Sleeping on Doors, Separate
©Creatifess and Permission to Speak, will read
from his poems on Monday night, October 15,
at 8 PM in the Robinson Memorial Room of
the library. Orlen grew up in Holyoke, Mass.,
attended the University of Massachusetts and
the Iowa Writer's Workshop. His poems have
appeared in such national magazines as The
American Poetry Review, The Antioch
Review, Field and The Iowa Review. He .is
currently on leave from teaching at the
graduate writing program of ,the University of
Arizona.
Orlen's poems deal with such varied subjects as family, friendships, his Russian
heritage, street life and painting. His poems
ace characterized by_ a combination of inand
telligence: and warmth, thoughtfulness
of
his " work,
•^melancholy. Here!s a sample
Clrom aOrthcomihg collection of poems.

I place two cups beside each other
And all the confused voices return
With their enthusiasm and their pain
Bickering for a place at the table.
These two cups are perishable
As the moments at a family dinner
When the father is attentive, the r
mother
Is too busy to polish the silver-ware,
The two children are made of metal
As they play with-their toys and
makea clamor.
Two cups on a table, wide-open ¦
•' "¦¦
flowers
Eager for a common life: coffee
You can 't see through is a humble
Substance. Over the steam and the
.image
Of a face, we sit down or stand up,
Excusing ourselves, conversations
Are interrupted Moreover, something
Is lacking, someone is too happy,
Stirring the grounds in a jealous cup.
A familyat dinner is one long drama ,
Needing that f rame to be beroical.
There are other ways to look at it:
These two cups, chipped cold p leasures
Of the mouth,f i l land are emptied ,
And after dinner two boys may look
Out the window at stars being born,
Filling the heavens 'faces.
.Each pers on wanders in his solitude.
The f irst sorrow co mesfr omthe
f irst hope.
\

¦"

¦'

.¦

¦

the University of Michigan; and Michael J.
Sidnell, professor of English .. at Trinity
CoUege, University of Toronto7
Prof. Archibald says the articles demonstrate that Yeats rarely made clean choices.
"He (Yeats) presents us instead with a career
of vacillations, or attempts - always willful
and often heroic - to have it both ways. If he
does make a choice, he selects perfection of
life." Continues Prof. Archibald: "Perfection means energy, intensity and
multiplicityand in a few rarer moments, what
he describes as ecstasy or beatitude..''
Prof;:. Archibald, former chairman of
Colby's department of English, is author of
the book~ "JbhiiButIer Yeats,"and is at work
on a critical study:; of' the poet.
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"Still-life with Oranges ,? an oil painting by 20th -century American artist
William J . McClosk y . Is among selections from the permanent collection of
the Colby College Musucm of Art that w ill be on exhibit Sept, 25 through
Oct. 20 In the David '& Long gallery , 746 Madison Avenue , New York City.
f Inciti ng masterpieces of the last three centuries , "American Art from the
ColBy College Museum of Art " will range from portraits by John Single- ....
ton Copley, to 19th -century paintings by Eastman Joh nso n and Wlhsl bwT 7"
Homer , to 20th- century works of such artists as William Mcrrlt Chase and
.¦ joh n$tflri
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Announcements
Mt. Merici Academy, "Waterville , is holding
its Annual Charity Ball, sponsored by the
Home-School - Association, on Saturday,
October 13, 1979, in the school Auditorium
from 9:00 to 1:00.
Dance to the sounds of White River Junction; best known for their Rock and Roll,
Country, and Top 40's.
Donation is $8.00per couple. BYOB.
Reservations and tickets may be obtained
by calling Mrs. Paul McDonald at 872-3752, or
Mrs.Loyal Spaulding at 872-7947.
. .All off-campus students:
Please be sure that Dean Seitzinger'sOffice
has your address and phone number. (Eustis
~
203)
; ¦
;;

X&&Washington Center for Learning
Alternatives, offers many comprehensive
learning opportunities during January.
Examples of some past Assembly topics are
"Congress in Change," "Being a White House
Correspondent," and "Corporate Respon-

Correction on the Clinical Psychologists'
hours which were printed in Colby Times:
8-9:15 Monday - Friday reserved for con
sulfation with dorm staff
.9:30-3:30 -available for appointments
After hours, evenings, weekends - Lester
and Houde are available on emergency call.
They can be reached through the Nurses'
Station (x231) or at home.
^
SCOTLAND anyone? The *St. Andrews
Society of the State of New York offers
graduate fellowships to promote cultural
interchange between Scotland and the United
States. Good scholarships available for
anyone with Scottish decent. More information in Lovejoy 110.
A "Student Primary "Emergency Care
Service" (SPECS) has been established on
the Colby campus. Anyone who is sick or
injured or is a witness to such a situation and
needs assistance should call the infirmary at.
extension 231 oi* call the emergency extension
347. After you call the health center student
EMT or an ambuulance will be radio
dispatched to your location , as the nurse
deems necessary.

Tonight, October 11 at 8PM in the Robinson
Room of Miller Library, Lee Feigon will
present a lecubire, "Colby on the People's
Republic of China. "Feigon organized a trip to
China last summer. Accompanying the lecture will be a photo exhibit by student Cathy
Marqusie.

The Student Primary Emergency Care
System (SPECS) is offering a course in
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR). The
course is open to the entire Colby community
r and will be held on October 10 and 17.
Attendance at both sessions is required for the
Red Cross certification. The sign-up will start
at 6:00 p.m. tonight at Robert's Desk on a
' •-. ¦
first-come , first-serve basis.

If you're looking for an off-campus Jan Plan

, come to Eustis 205. Every year dozens of
institutions,
groups, and individuals vrite to.
.
Colby with Januaryofferings. Much of this
year's material has come in and is available
in the Jan Plan office.
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The CUnical Psycholo gists are available

Mon-Fri 8-9:15 to consult with dorm staff and
9:30-3:30 for individual appointments. One is
alwayson call and can be reached through the
~Y
nurses'station.

FOREIGN STUDY INBRITAIN

The Two Ten Charity Trust Scholarship

Program

Eligibility Requirements- You must be the
child of a parent who has been employed in
the footwear, leather, or alhed industries for
at least two consecutive years before your
registration in college Or, you must have
worked not less than five hundred hours in
these industries in the year preceding your
matriculation in your post-secondary school.
The deadline for applying is November 30,
1979. The range of the annual awards is from
$200 to $2,500. The scholarships are awarded
for a single academic year but will normally
be renewed each year if the student remains
hi good standing and is making normal
progress towards a degree or certificate.
Also, the student must demonstrate continuing financial need as determined by the
CollegeScholarship Service.
More information on how to apply and the
application forms may be obtained in the
Financial Aid Office.
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AlJjCrjp Notes and Announcements must be submitted to the ECHO
office In Roberts Union before Monday evening.

THI STOW FOR MIN AND BOYS

¦
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A general meeting of B.Y.O.B. (Building
Your Own Body ) will be held Wednesday,Oct
17, at 7:00 in Dana Lounge. The program is
geared toward, \vpmeh interested in exercising for fitness and-or weight loss-but not
on their own. Exercise groups consist of
jogging , swimming, or calisthenics. (We are
open to more suggestions). Also, there will
be weight loss support groups dealing
primarily with nutrition and eating habits.
Speakers at the general meeting will be
Carl Nelson, on fitness and Dr. Lewis Lester,
on the psychology of weight. loss, and Marilyn
Paul will speakon compulsive eating.

6:30 PM Colby Christian Fellowship
Chapel Lounge
11 AM Chapel Choir Rehearsal
Saturday,Oct. 13
y Lorimer Chapel
9:45 Catholic Mass
Sunday,Oct.14
Lorimer Chapel
11 AM Morning Worship
Lorimer Chapel
Guest Preacher : the Rev. Mr. Donald Banton (Asst. Minister of Pleasant St. Methodist Church) Reception to follow
4 PM Vesper Concert
Lorimer Chapel- "Living American
Composers"
8PM Chapel Service Committee
Monday ,'Oct." 15
Meeting- 39 Pleasant St.
Wednesday ,6ct.17 6:30 PM Catholic Mass
_Rpse Chapel
¦__^-i—
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B.Y.O.B.

Friday,Oct.12
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ATTENTION FRENCH CLUB MEMBERS:

Sign-up . sheets for the dinner to be heldOctober : 29 at Johann Sebastianlv Bl's are^
posted on the French Club BuUetih Board on "
the second floor of Lovejoy. Please sign up
before Monday October 15 so that planning
can continue. You are dsp inwted to the
French Club coffee hour oh>Thiffsdays from:
2:00-3:00 in Lovejoy 302. 7 httlmf^l con-i
versation between students iand ^faculty/ ;
accompanied by French music, provides an
excellent opportunity to practice speaking; If.
this time is not convenient, another opportunity is at the French Table which is held
on Thursday yrevenings and 'Tuesday afternoons at Foss:;

Representatives of two organizations will
be visituig the campus this month to halk to
interested students :
- October 16 (Tuesday)
From Higher
Education in Europe, Robert Collins, Director
of Studies. They have prpgrams in Bath,
Exeter, Goldsmith's College (University of
London) ,and York.
Hurd Room , RobertsUnion, 11:00-12:30.
October 17 (Wednesday) Michael Scott,
Dean of the School of Irish Studies (Dublin).
Hurd Room , Roberts Union, 10:00 -11:30.;

It is still the

^BBSIhB J ^A

¦.

There are five new group Jan Plans not
listed in the brochure.There will be more. For
information see the bulletin board across
from the Jan Plan office, Eustis205.
The five are Ballet, Intensive Russian, A
Portrait of the Third World Writer, Pottery,
and Maine Country Dancing.

,

COATS - HATS - PANTS - VESTS
HANDBA GS - BELT S- BUCKLES
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Career Wat ch

Crib Notes

JANUARY PROGRAMS...For those of you
^can 't rememb er what you did last year
for Jan Plan , perhaps - a little "Field
Exper ience" this Januar ywould leave a more
permanent [ impression on you. There are
many opportunities available for doing an
internshi p and getting Jan Plan credit for it.
It's a chance to pursue a field that interests
you and at the same time gain on-the-job
experience. Here are several possiblities:
' • ' " '¦ ¦ ¦ :X - .

'

' ¦' ' ,.

s

If you're interested in architecture you can
work with the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission
assisting
Architectural
Historians in preparation of NationalRegister
nomination forms, _particularly the precise
description of uarticularbuildings.

Columbia University
Northern University
New York University,
New England School

MBA
MBA
LAW
LAW

Need a haircut? CallKaren at x497.
WMHB is looking for a Colby person with
"strong interests in radio electronicsto become
our new Chief Engineer. If you would like to
find out about getting the FCC Second Class
License and becoming a vital part of WMHB,
contact Karen Pfelffer at extension 536 or
come up to the station on 3rd floor Roberts
'-- and talk to her there.

Mon. 15
Tues. 16
Thurs. 18
Fri.19 ..

Sign up in LOVEJOY 110 FOR .APPOINTMENTS.

mSi leftlangue Francais vous vous interesse,

You can do French Language Folklore
Research at the Center for Acadian arid
Creole Folklore, University of South Western
Louisiana. This would include guided study
and extensive field field experience in hhe
French Language, oral literature, sociology
and anthropology.

Seniors
Don't wait till the last minutel Have your
yearbook pictures taken nowY Reasonable
rates. We have both been presidents of the
Photography Club. Rich Highland x521 or
Tina Chen x338.

Missing: One badly needed Micro Economics
textbook left in Lovejoy 205 last Friday. If
anyone has information concerning the book's
whereabouts/ please call Lucy Nichols at
x567. Thanks.

sibihties." All assemblies offer WCLA
students the opportunity to question, discuss,
and confront experts about the shape of our
nationalfuture.
These are only a few examples of the maniy
available programs, for more information
come into -the 'Career Planning Office in
Lovejoy llO.
RECRUITERS, on campus the week of
be:
15th
7 wUl
October

The Colby College Outing Club will be
holdingits annual EMS sale Oct, 8 through 19.
Equipment can be- ordered from Eastern
Mountain Sports at an 18 percent discount;
Order at the Outing Club room during regular
room hours (Mon.-Thurs. 1:30-2:30,6:30-7:30,
andFriday1:30-2:30).
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COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION? The
University of Vermont has fellowships
available for seniors interested in Student
Personnel fellowships.They include practical
experience along with graduate studies: Find
out more in the CareerPlanning Office.
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This outstanding educational plan involves six months
of classes;followed by a six-month internship of
paid professional work experience; then nine more
months of 'classwork.
The internship concept ],which Northeastern pioneered,
gives you practical,real-vvrorld experience in your owri ,
field of interest. It helps you pay for your education. '
And it often leads to important contacts for the future,
Classes begin in.June and January. Y •
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Colby 's Prior ities
The views of Dave Marcus, Paul Cote and Bill Cotter all focus, each in a different way,
upon the single most important aspect of Colby's purpose as a College.
""• Marcus says that Colby should not listen to the insecurities that make it want to be like
the ""elite;"rather, it should "assert itself as a distinct college with a personality of its.own."
~Y 7
We agree*.
upperclassmen
parents, "Our ,
Cotter said, at his inauguration and again in. his speech to
liberal
education
search
for
a
viable
self-identity.
A
general mission is clear-, to aid students'
again!
should free each to find and fulfill his or her -unique potential." We agree
In being a small, isolated liberal arts college that Is not characterized by the absolute
elite of the academic system, Colby has a real opportunity to dedicate itself to teaching the
~
individual.
If, as Paul Cote says,"The norm of a liberal education is the individual and the dignity
of the individual," then perhaps Colby is in a. particularly strong position to live up tp that
norm.
. Colby could become known as the college that truly believes and teaches that every
unique
where
an
individual's
has
a
unique
potential
We
could
develop
an
atmosphere
person
potential is the focus of that individual's educationTColby could be a school where people
really do want to challenge their beliefs and themselves-not to achieve grades-but to discover
themselves ("Know thyself").
Colby could become known as that college where so" many students (and faculty) really
do change and grow and emerge as more self-confident individuals.
As our first exams descend upon us and as we begin to spend more and more time behind books and in the "cubes," we must ask ourselves if we arenas a college community, fulfilling Colby's avowed mission. "Unique potential?" "Self-identity?" "Dignity of the individual?"
Or are we simply part of a conserted effort to appease "insecurities"by "joining the
;
' ¦ ',
elit e?" •
Paul Cote said, "if a true respect for the individual is the keynote of the professional
relationship between f acuity and student, then a lesson more valuable than the rote of texts
and lectures is shared."
What are the priorities in a Colby education? What are the priorities of your education?
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Echoes from the Past

. Oct. 4 1979 Students to join occupation

.May 8 1970 Colby on Strike

,

" -'

Last week, President N ixon reversed his
general policy of gradual military withdrawal
Seabrook,N.H. to take part in the Oct. 6 from Southeast Asia by sending American
Occupation of the Seabrook Nuclear Power troops into Cambodia. One the same day
'
,
. ,, '.7 . stu dent demonstrators at K ent State
.. Plant.'" ' '¦" , University...clashed : with National Guardsmen and after a brief skirmish , fired into
. The protest is the first in the D .'S. of its; kind ; the crowd killing 4 students and wounding
-'.
Unlike previous protests , whose main goals ¦ eleven...'
¦'
¦
¦¦y [f t : x'
were to ra ise public awaren ess of the dangers
- - x y y \ -- '^ ' :
of nuclear power and to inspire a rebellio n
against it, the Oct, O occupation plans were to
Approximatel y 700 students and faculty
actuall y prevent construction of the plant
members converged on Foss dining hall.i.to
vote on whether : Colby should support this
first nationwide student strike. Much debate
Thou gh th e group will be breaking the center ed , around what sort of impact such a v
law .there is a major emphasis; placed on non- . move by Colby students could possible have
violence, As Torres put it, "we feel we're In alternatin g American Foreign policy... - ,- .
nbtagaihst
it. " - " ' ' '
fighting
for humanity,
'. ' '.
'• ' ,Y <7 . '< /* .
' '
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Since the beginning of nuclear power,
Seabrook has represente d a.Whd of Mcaca for
nuclear- protesto rsY Thus , the action at Seabrook Oct. 6 is symbolic of . tho much7
stron ger arid ' more comprehensive Y ahtihuclear sentiments in America . If successful
it could set a precedence for future nuclear
protests
mark¦ tho beginning of a now
¦ and' may
.. ' " ¦
era7

Trie marc h on Waterville to protest the war
began at the flagpole to the post , office on
Ave, ;
College
A
confrontation
developed.,isov«ral
student > marchers
lowered the flag to hal f mast. Eventually one
of the postmen raised* the flag to Its full
height, Although ; some hnr sh words wero
spoken, the police maintained order by acting
in a friendly manner toward tho crowd.

To theEditor:
7
.
.
On April 29 and 30, 1969, the House Subcommittee' .on Government Operations was
holding hearings on cost over-runs in the
Defense Department. -These Over-runs had
occurred is early as 1966 and pertained toa
government contract with Lockheed for the
construction of C-5A> cargo planes. Colonel
Kenneth N. Beckman stated tinder oath that
two civilian chiefs, Robert H. Charles, then
Assistant Secretary of the" Air Force, and
Robert N. Anthony,"then ^sfetant Defense
Secretary 19^5^ .(how head of the Board of
Trusteesat Colby),.had not only known of the
cost over-ruiis,.but had approved of doctoring
documents in order to hide the huge extra
costs sustained by Lockheed. Beckman also
sf|jjj ed that cost overruns had been supressed
because" their ^disclosure ' "might put
Lockheed's position in the common market in
jeopardy." Anthony had by this timereturned
to teaching Business Administration at
Harvard arid denied the charges in a
telephone interview with The-New York
Times, but did not to my knowledgetestify.
On iviay 17, 1970, Anthony wrote a letter to
the editor , of The New .York Times that expressed his desire to set up a National
Indemnity Fund in order to cover Russian
losses, should we accidentally shoot a missile
into Russia. He admitted that such a fund
would have, to be quite large and that 'the
burden would be on the taxpayer; but that this
was far better than Russian retaliation.
Anthony stated that "a.retaliatory attack on
o:0i of our cities would .be .much - more
horrendous than the payment of mere
money,"yet he believes that this indemhity of
"mere money" would compensate for the
lives of, millions of Russian'people.
As a student at Colby I am dismayed that
such an individual is head of the Board of
Trustees; Anthony, as Assistant Secretary of
Defense under MacNamera, helped to direct
our infamous actions in Vietnam. At the same,
time he is presumptuous enough to place a
monetary value on human life,.His interests
seem to lie in the corporate structure which
concerns,itself with profits;- riot the truth or
7
people. . , . 7 .
I believe, as Strider stated in : 1960, th at a
liberal arts college; is committed to "the
pursuit of truth, free and unrestricted," and
thtt Anthony, as a controlling force at Colby,
undermines many of the values supposedly
taught here.
sincerely,
VendyCherubini .
7
~~
To the Editor :
:
,
I am writing in response to Hauss' call for
active learning. I suggest we each '.'actively
learn" about Colby, Too much of our livesare
invested in Colby for us to passively accept
the "Colby'.' we walked into in freshmanyear.
It would be like getting a beautifully wrapped
birt hday present an d not , opening it. You
admire it and express gratitude for it without
even knowing what you're thankful for. ,
Colby is a gift you (and in most cases your
parents) give yourself; But it is meaningless
until you find out what's here for you, personally. The gift is useless until you open it
and see what's inside for you. Then still you
mir|make use Of this gift just as you have to
make thebest of your four years at Colby,
You have to investigateColby and redefine
it in termsof yourself. Are you gettingall ydu
need out of the Colby liberal arts education?
Will you be as well rounded as you'd expected
coming away from Colby? If not, why? What's
lacking?.
Maybe you're learn ing th e
academics but forgetting how' to enjoy life?
Fhere's more to Colby than your G.P,A.
Life at Colby offers a wealth of experiences,
toe you experiencing?
¦
Sincerely, 1 ,' .,, ,y - .:y f ty. .
• 7 • ,'- ¦• '
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shorten any letter \If[w,[receive " - \
several letters concerning one topic
of interes t, we may print only a re;
. presentative letter,

To theEditor:

TotheEditor :

Last week I attended a "seminar," sponsored by the New World Coalition, on nuclear
power and the anti-nuke movement. I went as
a person interested in and uncommitted on the
issues involved. I remain interested and
uncommitted. My position is not unchanged
because the spokesmen failed to present me
with factual formation. Indeed, I was
impressed with' their knowledgeof the history
of tauclear power in,this country. Icwas hot
persuaded because I perceive the situation to:
be more complex than the participants were
willing to acknowledge. I was disappointed by
their close-minded, even defensive attitude
tpward any question which even hinted at the
value of nuclear power.
I would like to see interested students
organize a series of' , debates, panel
discussions, lectures and/or seminars on the
subject of nuclear power. I'm sure there'are
qualified faculty members and students, both
pro and con, who would gladly participate.
Authorities on both Sides of the issue could he
invited from off-campus as well. If properly
timed, such a continuing discussion could
sustain student interest throughtout the year
and also provide time to digest new information and to try to resolve the emotional
and-intellectual conflict which I believemany
peopleexperience over this subject.
Ttook an informal poll of the students in my
Organic Chemistry class and found them
about evenly split on the use of nuclear power.
I wonder if this result reflects the opinions of
the entire student body, and if the forum I
have suggested . above could alter those
opinions. It might not, but I believe it would
be exciting and fun to find out.
_
- Nonetheless, I came away anxious to Team
more and to , participate . in further
discussions. I came away with an idea, with a
gut feeling* that, despite the New World
Coalition's perception of the student body as
apathetic, such discussions could generate
interest, stimulation,. controversy, . communication and understanding among a broad
segment of the Colby.community. 7

To Haluk Nural's articlelast issue and also
to the criticisms I've heard about it, I would
like to briefly write about what I think may be
a major problem here at Colby.
With the influx of minority and foreign
students onto this predominantly white,
middle, and upper class New England college
(can't deny it!), I haveseen a definite attitude
spring up from many of my fellow students.
Anyone, that is not familiar with "our"
standard culture and all its norms is.definitely
going to stick out like a sore thumb] Didn't
you know that people with an accent are less
intelligent than people who speak fluently in a
language? Or if they can't understand "us"
or express themselves with the "proper"
slang and hi the common vernacular, then
they are lacking in basic brain matter? Of
course I'm writing sarcastically and .lucidly
I've only found a few people who are even
close to holding such ideas. But everyone,
myself included, unknowingly harbors small
prejudices. I listened in shock to a student
calmly say, "What does that Turk know? I
can't even understand him half the time with
mat accent. He hasn't lived here, how can he
tell us off like that?" As any sociologist could
tell you, the "outsider" can see a culture in a
different perspective and thus point out the
ways that are so ingrained that they are taken
7
for granted.
. As Prof. . Zukowski said at Cotter's
Inauguration, "...In our pecularities lie our
diversities and in diversity is our strength."
She was speaking of the faculty, but I'm extending it to the students. When people don't
adhere to the "normal" standards we've set
in dress, conversation, thought, etc., then the
unconventional is considered queer and
strange. A broadening of the minds to accept
differences is basically the. answer, but it's
like dealing with, the old adage: "Peace
throughout the world.." - It's desired, but

¦'
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Tothe Editor
With the increased concern a.nd discussion
over the curriculum and general educational
policy here at.Colby it is imperative that the
student's views be heard. This is even more
important when one takes into account the
work being done by the Educational Policy
Committee (EPC) , under the chairmanship of
President Cotter, in evaluating and appraising the Colby educational policy with
respect to both Colby 's history and in comparison to other educational institutions.
The five student members of the EPC are
the means by which the student 's can voice
their opinion on educational policy. These
five students, of which I am one, need the
suggestions, ideas :criticisms", etc... of the
student body concerning Colby's curriculum
and general educational environment. We
ask you to contact any or all of us to tell us
how yor feel.
The student members of the EPC are:
Holly Brackett '81, ext.565; David Silk '81,
ext.522; Mimi Pratt '8l7 ext.530; Josic
Quintrell 'so,7 87&-95S8; Jay Otis '81y ext.552.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Jay Otis •.• • ' . . ¦
Academic Life Chairperson
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Colby Studen t 'Association

To theEditor:

Respectfully^ !
Dan Bump

.

.

..

Sincerely; 7
Terry Smith

HAVE YOU EVER WO NDERED WHO DECID ES HOW

Sincerely yours,
Thomas A. Newton

Every so often on this campus, I hear the
term "Quality of Life." Certainly one of the
ways the new president can rhetorically sum
up one of his intentions as hew commander-inchief, is to state that he hopes to improve the
quality of life on Colby's campus. I am glad to
hear President .Cotter seriously considering
the question of fraternities and whether they
contribute to that quality. I, f¦or one , don 't
ft - .- r
believe they do.
[ Am I the only student here at Colby that
feels t hese fraterna l bodies are detr imenta l to
the College in general? If so, I hope to see this
editorial page used as a forum for rebuttal.
Likewise, I welcome support for th e not ion
th at , taken collectively, fratern it ies h ere at
Colby do not contribute to that elusive quality
of life we so fondly cherish-search for.
I am amazed, that some students are enjoying better than average rooms In houses
with lar ge liv ing rooms an d game rooms ,
while omer, stu dents are f orce d to "live" In
dining halls, overcrow ded rooms , and offcampus. 7
As to th e expected re ply t hat: "FYats offer
the only social life on campus," my rebuttal ,
in brief , would be: perhaps the very existence
of frats hasn't allowed any social life to evolve
from other potential social bodies, i.e. Stu-A,
dorms , clubs and organizations. Why could
not frats follow the successful examples set
forth by sororites, e.g. not Hying together, but
still meeting and holding social functions?
I do not direct , my opinions toward any
particular fraternity, but wanted to raise the
Issue as to whether fraternities aro "good for
Colby/' I'd likei to hear¦othervlowpplnts. .

.

.

always just beyond the reach of most of us.
;When we all do that maybe we'll look beyond
them and see people and ideas just as people
and ideas and not a guy Who talks with an
accent or a girl who dresses differently.
Give people a chance, that's what Haluk
Nural was asking, and that's what I'm asking.
Climb out. of your protective shell and exponentme .reaJity of life.

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED ^ ;. :r " •
••WHO PAYS FOR THE RUGBY ^ TEAM

'S ''LEATHER
BALLS "?

••WHO PAYS FOR THOSE $1.00 MOVIES ?
- ••WHO PAYS FOR I^RLA BONOFF ?
••WHO PAYS FOR TrtIS NEWSPAPER ?
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Colby SttrtentxA$$ociation
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WHILE STU-A PAYS QIJ T YO URI' MO NEY, '
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is reposible for some of the destr uction that
has plagued the Campus recently. Y We have
been: challenged by Haluk Gokhan Nural to
look beyond the narrow confines of middle
and upper class America and begin to appreciate other cultur es,and other people.
Various Y organizations , like the Colby
Newman Council the Inter-Fratern ity
Council and the proposed Task Force on Life
at Colby are beginning to focus in on these and
other related issues.
Of fundamental importance in all of-these
prop osals is a pr oper understanding of the
dignity of the numah person. Whether we are
trying to understand the culture of another
person and thus grow from tha t experience or
whether we are trying to regulate or establish
criteria for a liberal education , the respect of
the individual person for another is both part
of the process of education and a sine qua non
presupposition for the activity we are involved in. If in an educational system the
teacher is merely a dispenser of data and an
eyaluator of performance and the stud ent is
merely a commodity that allows the professor
to draw a salary, then the system is due to
fail.

Father Cote Catholic Chaplain at Colby

,

photo by Frank Howell

_ by Paul E. Cote .
Catholic Chaplain
In the last two issues the Echo read ers have
naq an excellent opportunity to be challenged
and to begin to analyze and question both the
world we. live in at Colby and the relationshi p
between the world we will live in apart frOm
Colby.
We have been challen gedby.Dick Slnapi to

Commentary —¦

take a look at .the current academi c program
at Colby arid how it influences much of the
social and anti-social behavior on this campus ; in addition , he has prop osed a new order
of things to improve the quality of education
and to alleviate some of the malaise that in
the opinion of many is epidemic at Colby and

""7

¦

On the other hand , if a true respect for the
individual is the keynote of the prof essional
relationship between faculty and student ,
then a lesson more valuable than the rote of
texts and lectures is shared. At the risk of
being pedantic , it is worth repeating that the
norm of liberal education is the individual and
the dignity of the individual.
The same appl ies to the study of culture or
the exchange of cultural ideas; culture and
ideas are no more interesting than the individuals who mak e up that culture and who
represent.a certain ethos. In fact , the study of
culture apart from the humanity that comprises that culture _is impossible. Turkish
culture is of interest because of the Turkish
people. A Turkish student in the United States

is of interest because he is a human being ; we
might become interested in Turkish culture
because , we are , interested in the person not
visa versa ; Humans doi hot ^require ' any '
justification for their being .interes ting other
than the fact they are individuals. As Yuri
Yevtesheiiko has written : "No individual is
"f tX- ;
uninteresting! " , .;
7
One of the most prevalent indicators of this
real lack -of respect- f orY the integrity and
uniqueness of the individual is the habit of
pigeonholing people. . How Often we hear ,
statements like, "He 's the Fort-weird type."
or "Destruction is caused by frat (sic) guys."
or "He 's a dumb jock. " This myopic view of
reality is not only false, but is dangerous \iP
both the person being categorized ahd the
naive and insecure individual who, uses the
characterization to bolster his or her faltering
ego.
.
Havin g observed the problem one would be
remiss not to suggest some positive solutions
to the problem ; Certainly Dick Sinapi' s
proposal goes a lorig way in serving as a
remedy to the alienation ; and frustration
experienced by both thestudent and his or her
teacher. It touches the fundamental source of
;that frustr ation , but it is not a panacea and
will succeed only if good -will and the respfec
for the . individual ., pleaded71 orf t above Yis^
evidenced through spin-off programs arid the
concentrated effort of various campus groups
¦& '"¦' ¦'7;j a
including the religious.
77
A basic functio n of religion; is .toi reconcile
and religion presupposes7; that i alienation
exists when it proposes salvation. ;InoJ $er to
affect reconciliation rteligibus grcmr« niilst
provide programs of education and events
that bring people 1 togett ^
tribution that religious groups can make at
Colby. In addition these groups must stand
firm in defending the dignity of the human
person. For indeed , "No individual
¦ is unin: y :y \X teresting. "
. ¦ f t '*- ¦ ¦ '

Why The EUte ?
by David Marcus

I would like to applaud the initiative taken
by Dick Sinapi Phil Lee, and Haluk Nural in
expressing their opinions on the state of affairs at Colby. These students sense, as I do, a .
general malaise on campus. The impor tant
thing that these students have . done is . tb attempt to identify the source of the problem
and to suggest possible solutions. They have ,
initiated an atmosphere in which Colby ,
studen ts , have begun . to evaluate their
situa tion her e, rather than just accepting it. .
My chief interest is to attemp t to find the root
of the generally .tense atmosphere on campus.
It is my contention that one of the great
sourc es of Colby 's problem is a sense of insecur ity on the part of Colby's a dmin istrat ion.
Ra t her , than t r ying to be itself, Colby is
constan tly trying to reach the peaks of
academia that it perceives Bowdoin ,
Williams; and Amherst to have reached . This
insecurity ean be seen in many statements
made by representatives of the school. A case
fn point would he the comment in the Boston
Globe article of last Spring in which it was
stated that "Colby has entered the elite."
Why th is obsessive need to enter the elite ?
Why can 't Colby content itself with its own
personal ident ity ? This is not to say tha t Colby
should hot strive ' to improve itself , rather
Colby should try -to assert itself as a distinct
college with a personality of its own,,
If it were only with its image that Colby
concerned itself , there would be no negative
effects on the student body. Unfortunatel y this
is not the case. In its climb to the top Colby
has come to the faulty conclusion that harder
is better. Over the last several years Colby

has done everything it could to make the
academic require ments as stringent and
difficult as possible . For some reas on Colby
does not even want to see its students do well.
Students can no longer fulfill their
requirements with the pass-fail option. All
attempts to lessen the course load have been
nipped in the bud. Tension is going up as
grades are getting more and more difficult to
attain. , The only way in which students can
deal with this paradox is either to give up and
get '.'blasted" or to spend even more time in
the library . Neither , of these two options can
be acceptable.
The important thing is for Colby stude nts to
recognize that there is a problem . Some will
say "Colby is supposed to be a hard school,"
Hard yes, but there is no reason for the excessive work load that Is destroying all intellectual crea tivity and discourse. Wouldn 't
we .be better off as people and studen ts if we
had more time to attend lectures and read the
New York Times thus making ourselves more
aware of the world around us rather than the
narrow limits of a librar y cube,
• If students become aware and begin to unite
and a gitate , wo can effect a chan ge. Colby
College should be what its students want it to
be ra ther than some abstract Ideal of an elite
college that some admi nistrator has.
1 In the flnaj;anal ysis wo the students of
;
Colby- College are as ;much : a part of the
college as the administra tion and faculty and
therefore should have an equal voice in
determinin g tho policies of the school; The
task awaits us, Colby students must rise to it,
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